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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study wasMfeb discover the extent and
nature of the lyceum movement in the city of New Orleans during

the period fro® 1840-1860
*

Specifically an etten.pt was made to

answer such questions as:

,

1.

What organizations fostered the lyceura?

2.

What were the aims of these organizations?

3*

Who were the lecturers?

4*

What types of subjects had the greatest appeal?

5.

To what extent was- the. lyceum popular with the
people?

.The thesis could logically fall into three divisions.

The

first part, composed of Chapter II, deals with the cultural back

ground of New Orleans from 1840-1860
*

The second part, which

included Chapters III through VIT, is a description In chrono

logical order of the lycew movementin New Orleans from I84O1860,

Arbitrarily four seasons are included in each chapter
*

The

final part. Chapter VIII, gives the characteristics of the lyceu®
movement in New Orleans during this period.
The principal sources.are The Daily Picayune, The Daily Delta,

and 2&S Paily Crescent, leading newspapers of New Orleans. Thin
period, I84O-I86O, was chosen because investigation indicated
that since New Orleans made her greatest cultural advancements in
that period, it would be the most logical on® for the greatest

advancement of the lyceunu
iv

essms x

niTROKJCTIOH
*In 181J new winds had begun to blow over the ■fc/ieriean
people.

For more than -a decade they bwffeted the fortresses of

old habit® aid Ideas, and then in 1829, with the elevation of

jtadrew Jackson to the presidency, they gained full sweep.
*
12 In
the tvonty years fror. 1330 to 18JO these new concepts wore to

dominate Asorican life; they grew established and respectable.
Driven. by a curious, relentless power th© dauntless American

bsaas© a humanitarian who wished to «r@fora^ society or "convert
the world.” He started movements to taprove prison conditions,
trsatsent of ths insane, and ths ordinary laborer’s working hours,

tarn fought for weaen’s rights.

One of the sore spectacular

movements was that which went under the »gsneral designation of
tcmpsraaee.*

Some turned their attention to the cause of world

peace, founding an American Peace Society.

radical attacked slavery in the South.

Others a little more

Perhaps of ail the move

sents during this period public education was the most successful
*>
for it had the least opposition.

1

' Carl Bussell Fish, The Rise of the Cowton Man (New Yoxfei
Macmillan, 1927), P« 1<

2 Ibid., passim.
1

2
Merican education had been previously neglected
*

was

cosk®;

*3

J Illiteracy

the public school ms virtually unknown. ' Realizing

that education for the masses saa a vital necessity for American

democracy, a few far-sighted people saw a- need to haprave educa

tion In the eosmon school and to promote some type of adult
education.

Moro specifically they saw a need for sose agency

through which interest in eomon education might bo avowed.

In

answer to that need, an. agenoy called th® lyc«« was formed. to

include a system of lecture courses for th® promotion of sown

schools and the diffusion of knowledge.

expose

Lyceua attendance would

to the possibilities of learning end subject them to

a group enthuslasa for mental cultivation which was not to be
resisted.’’ *
45 As thorns S« Gri-ake of South Carolina said, the

ly cow'system was one "admirably fitted to confer precisely that

degree and that kind of knowledge which is so valuable to th®

people of this country, which, without making them profound
scholars, will enlarge their minds so that they can comprehend

the value of lesming.®

Cecil B. Hayes, The American ' feyeeua, Office of Education,
Bulletin Ko. 12 (Washingtoni Govornmast Printing Offic®, 1932),
p. 25
*
‘

4 Ibid., p. 34.

5 Ibid., p. 29.

3

The credit for
*
founding the lycsua. in the United States

probably belongs to Josiah Holbrook, who first proposed the organization in October,: 1826«1 He submitted to the educators end
• the people of ths nation 'by means of the After!san Jowmel of Educe
*-

tion' his plan for en educational society which would reach end. affect
'ewry part of the nation.^

Hewas careful to emphasise the purpose

/of /this. Lyceum - (1} the .improv-meat of the awm schools; (2) the
fometion of lecture courses 'and the establishment of classes for

. the education of adults-; .sad' (3) th® organization of libraries -.and

KKisenssUnder his ^idenee, the first lyceua was organized ■ at
Millbury,-Mass.,' fro® a Ideal society of thirty Or'forty farmers

and 'Bsehanies.®
'

-

®The ffioveiaent, imediately popular', swept the-entire country,

by I835 three thousand- -villages,.one county, - «ad fifteen Or sixteen

state lyeeums were in operetioa,.'’^ In I83I, a group of enthisiasta

organized the American Lycorna, a national organization made up of
representatives from lower political divisions.^-0 This association,
which met annually through 1839, fostered an Interest in general

Ibid., p. 1.
y Paul Monroe, editor, A Cyclopedia -of gducation (Hew York:
Macmillan, 1913) , TY, p. 101.

® Edwin Grant Dexter, A History of Education in the United
States (New York: Macmillan, 1911), p»
~
~~~

Ualdo W. Braden, ’’The Lecture Movement: 1810-1860,R The
Quarterly Journal of Speech, XXHY (April, 1948), p. 206. '
10 Ibid.

4

education which eventually resulted in more public schools and
better paid teachers.

11

It is generally agreed that it dis

appeared, not because of its failure, but because its purpose sag
partially aecoaplished uad other agencies assiissd its functions. Eowevsr, the village ' or city lyceus, as a local institution,
did not die.

Between 182? and ■ 18JO aery of the publie lecturers

of the country appeared before such groups
^
*

To many the local

lyceua offered a pleasant moans of obtaining information on wide
and Varied subjects-outside the real® of their mall -worlds.

It

satisfied their insatiable thirst for Infomation on everything

iron the' fornation of the

earth to life in the courts of George

III, --Sosa of the listeners., it'is true
*

considered it-no more

than a wekly social ''-gathering^ b&t others sincerely regarded it as

■an important, and .Weessary means- of improving the Kind.
Despite -its importance little has actually been written ,

specifically about the institution.

Such material ag has been

assembled has been confined largely to the' lyseua tn hW England

and 'the Worth.

To many persons the word ’‘lyceua'
*

brings to mind

ths famous “Lowell Institute’* of Boston, or the names of Ralph Waldo

Bnerson, Wendell Phillips, John B. Gough, Henry Ward Beecher, Bayard
Taylor, and Jases Russel Lowell, all famous New England lecturers.

*
Hayes

op. cit<> p’. 36.

12 Ibid.,-p. 22.

5

little investigation has been made of the raovestent in the
*
South

Soar writers have intiasted that the lyc-eum of Kew

England had no parallel in the South.

In hie book The Rise of the

Cosson Men, in which the lyeem aovenent is discussed at some
length, Carl Meh ignores the possibility of a Southern lycom.^
Clement Ratonin Rree&m -of Thought in the Ola South says, *
the
lyceum'in the South affected only a few people in .th® cities.

It

did not serve, as in'the Sorth,- as « naans of adult education and

of popularizing the novel ideas and reforms of Europe.
*

Paul

S toddard merely iaentions that the lywm did penetrate as far

south as Georgia and South'Carolina
-..
*

However, in general, it

Seesas that what happened ter ths lycewn ■ bolow the Mason-Dixon lln®.-

remains unknown.

'

: •

Operating on the■hypothesis that the lycem must have re
ceived at least sos'e attention in'thes deep Smith, the writer'has

■

conducted -an 'investigation to discover the extent and nature' of

the lyceun movement in the city of Kew Orleans during the period

fro® I84O-I86O.

Ro attempt is-wade to trees the movement to its

origin, in Raw Orleans.

Fish, op. sit., p. 225
*

Clmant Eaton, Freedom of Thought in the Old South (Lanham,
North Carolina, Duke University Press, 19451", R. 325.
*
”

^•5 paul W. Stoddard, The Jaerican Lyceum (Unpublished
dissertation: Tale University, 1947)s Chapter IV.

b

According to such historians as Carl Fish, fro® 1840-1860

America experienced a wave of x’cfor® Eoveaents, social, political, .
eeonoalc, and

educational,

further investigation indicated, that

Ww Orleans in particular made her greatest cultural. FidvancsRents
in that eae period,

Thus, the writer has chosen the period

16z>0-1860 as the most logical one for the greatest advancement of
ths lyceur., an important element of the general educational movement.

Specifically the writer attempts.to. diecover and present,
with reference to

these two decades, the answers to such quostions

as:
1. What organisations fostered the lyceua?

2. What were

the ai®s of ' these organizations?

3. Who were ths lecturers?
4» What types of subjects had the greatest appeal?

5. To what extent was
the people?

the lycmsa popular With

According to Cecil Hayes, th® lyceu® promoted throe important

projects: increase in teachers’ salaries, establishment of

libraries, end a. system of lebture courses.

Other activities in

cluded writing local histories, making maps of towns and counties,
and initiating geological and meteorological studies
*

However,

as Bish points out, its main activity was the establishment of
lecture courses. ' ‘£he writer, being acst interested In the

16 Hayes. op. cit.. p. 50.

7

’’lecture” phase of ths lyceu® aoveaent, has limited the study to

that phase only.

Nutting in 1865, J.

g.

Holland insisted that

the word defied definition; it included, he said, ’"'all orations,

doalsEgatlons, dissertations, exhortations, recitations, himorouB

extravaganzas, narratives of travel, harangues, sermons, 6®nlBarffions, seal-deal--seraonfi, and lecture s? proper, which can be
crowded into what is

called a course.
*

Obviously, ’’lecturing”

designated almost !'any type of presentation fro®, a lecture

platform.1*
^

The writer accepted only those programs ■which -were

recorded by th© newspapers as ’’loctin’e-s" or listed in connection
with the various Lyceum ■ organ!rations.

Th® principal

sources are The Dally Picayune, The Daily

Delta, end The1 Dally ■ Crescent., loading newspapers of Mew Orleans,
found in the archives of the New -Orleans City Library and

Louisiana State University Library. 'The material found in-these
paper© was often limited, including '"Special Notices® -and

"Professional Notices,” editorials, and general news items.

The thesis could logically fall into three

divisions.

The

first part, composed of Chapter II, deals with th® cultural back
ground of New Orleans from 1840-1860.

The second part, which

includes Chapters III through VO, is a description in

»

J* G. Holland, "The Popular Lecture", Atlantic Monthly
XV (March, 1865), p. 3^5.
Brfiden, op. cit., p. 210.

8

chronological order of th® lycem aovssenS la Hew Orleans fro®

I84O-I86O.
chapter.

Arbitrarily four seasons, have been included in each

The final part, Chapter VIII, gives the characteristics

of the lycetffi aoveaent in New drlea'as.

The plan of development

is as follows:

Chapter I.

latx^dxictlon '

Chapter II. "■' . Cultural Background of New Orleaa
■ 184O-186C ; • •

Chapter HI.

Barly Activities of the Lyceum,
1840-18U

Chapter IT,

8eseons of M44~1343

Chapter V. :.

Seasons’ of I848-IB52

■Chapter W.-

Seasons of 185'2-1856

Cbapter VII

Seasons of I856-IB60

Chapter VHl. . Characteristics of the Lycetm la
New Orleans ■ ■ ■

CSAPTBH II

CULTURAL BACKGROUND IN W ORLEANS, I84O-I86O

Over two hundred-years ago Jean Baptiste de Bienville
selected a few knolls rising out of a tree-covered swamp as the ■

sit® for Ms- capitol because he. believed that one- day it would

grow into a great and prosperous city.

In 1722 his capitol

consisted of one hundred disorderly, barrack-like buildings, a
woolen storehouse;, and

two or throe crude homes.

Tet he

foresaw a great future for this city,, predicting that one day
in the not too distant future it would be an ‘’opulent city and.
the metropolis of a great and rich colony.«

' From that day

forward, each year found New Orleans one step nearer Bienville’s

drem.

Hew Orleans paid allegiance to-' France and Spain alter
nately until she case under the dominion of the United States in
*
1803

Ia liarch, 1805, Hew Orleans was Incorporated as a. city;

her citizens turned their attention to local effairs. - The rest

less spirit pervading the city during the unsettled years
(
preceding ths Louisiana Purchase gradually disappeared. Her

future seemed particularly bright.

Sama C. Si ekey, and Evelina P. Kean, The Hew Orleans Book
(Hew Orleans: L. Graham Ltd., 1915), p. 10.

2 Ibid., p. 24.
9

.

la

The first important change noted after Nev? Orleans was ceded
to the United States was the rapid increase In population.

At .

the time of the transfer, there were not 8,000 inhabitants.In
1810 there were 24,552 people and by 1840, the year, in which .this
study begins, the population had passed the 100,000 siarfc.^ This

great influx of people brought many changes in th® civic and social
llfe.-

Society in New Orleans resembled no other city in th® union,
being a mixture of almost all nations.

First and foremost the

Creoles, entirely of French and Spanish parentage, forced the

foundation of society.

They were a closely knit social

group,

entering into buslnsse arrangs&ents with extreme caution.

Mew Orleans

also shared the influx of European texigrants

to western lands; between 182,5 and 1850 they.averaged 30,000 per
year..

In 1812 the population was largely Mixed with German '

The following chart.Mil give additional information
concerning the increase in population:
•Blacks
Total
Whites
. 8,001
1810
16,551
24,552
■—
~——
181$
32,947
1820
41,350
• 19,737
21,614
■—•—«, .
—.
45,336
1825
21,280
49,826
1830
-28,530
■------—
1840
102,191
B. M* Noman, Kcmar.’s Mew Orleans and Environs (New Orleans:
B. H. No man, 1845), p. 71,

5 Ibid., p. 73-74.

11
people & who had advanced t© a condition of wealth and respect

ability,.

Mong these Goman iiraigrants was one Christian Roselins?

who played such an iapcrtent part' in this period of civic affairs
in New Orleans.
Next- ca’se the migrants fro®, the sister states, from the

mighty West, from the older sections of the South, and from the
North.

B. K. Nomen, in his hook, New Orleans and Environs, gives

credit to the “enterprising Yankees” for vast improvements to' the
city.

Mong these men were Samuel J. Peters, John 1. Riddell, and

.Abdiel D. Crossman from Maine, and the Reverend Theodore Clapp

from New Hampshire, who were .all leading citizens in New Orleans
from 1840 to 1860.

M. M. Cohen, in his Sew Orleans Bi rectory

for 1855, mentions "the enterprise .and industry, the go-aheadative,
yet shrewd disposition of the Hew England race" which he felt had
a
done such towards developing the resources of the city.
The
Yankee from th® North proved

himself an indispensable part of

the city life.

6 Rickey, op. cit», p. 33«
7' To him ths cause of education owes much. He was most
active in establishing schools and in seeking the improvement of
the rising generation. John Snith Whitaker, Sketches of Life and ■.
Character la Louisiana (New Orleansx Ferguson and Crosby, 134.7TT” '
p. 14.
® M. M. Cohen, New Orleans Directory, 1855 (New Orleans:
Office of The Daily Delta, I855), p. XIII.

12
'Sorever, in spite of the good-will which sessir.gly teft been

established emong the Creoles and Americans, still difficulties
sue 'disagreasmts existed ascng thesu . Jealousies, ■ party spirit,
language, custrns, and nationality brought disagroments^

By 18J6

this' strife had cul»inat»d in the division of the eliy into three

wmiolpdlitles; ©Id town or s,¥i©ux Carre,w faubourg 'St©. Marie,, and
Faubourg Marlguy. 'Ths governments for each unit' were- distinct with

independent powers,’ but over all was -a.aaycr and Cornell which
served .as a unifying elment.
lions in a study of .the
th© city.

This aystea haa Important Implies,--

social and intellectual development of

Th© second Municipality, faubourg Ste. Marie, imedfately

sems to have taken the lead in cultural activities.

Interestingly

enough in this section lived'many such enterprising’and influential
New Englanders as Samuel J» Peters,
man of the Second Municipality.

who was the leading elder

Many of these adopted cltisens

from New England and the North were later to take the Initiative in

forwarding the lyceua movement.
Q
7 Henry Rightor, editor, Standard History of New Orleans,
Louisiana (Chicago: Lewis Publishing Co., 1900), p» 97.
10 «jyew Orleans may point to this gentleman as to one of the
chief movers in its march of prosperity during the last twenty
years. To him it -owes many of its most important and valuable
improvements....The noble edifices, the well paved streets, the
prosperity of its system of public education, the admirable
municipal arrangements there existing, all evince the activity
and energy of this noted aiderman.” Whitaker, op. cit., p. 74.

13

. The presence of the Creoles, vrho wre direct descendants of
the early French and Spanish settlers, and the so-called

’'•tocricens,« who had but relatively recently arrived, eonplicEted
the social as well as the civil life of the city.

As Norsan

pointed out, there were too nany restrictions around "Society,*
making it difficult for a newcomer to take his part in many

social.actiTitles. , The Creoles especially demanded not only
"unexceptioneblf! character,8 but "family background" as well
before admitting any outsider to their domestic -oirelos.^ Stas,

the newcomer to Ifew Orleans, who could not always exhibit Ms

family tree, found difficulty, in gaining social acceptance,

For

pastime he had to rely on the. theaters, muslcales, and other
such public -entertainment. ■ By 1845. Norman felt it behooved the

city to provide tore general cultural advantages In the form of .

public libraries, reading rooms-, galleries for fine arts, and

lyceuus for lectures to establish a nowand better order sad to
break down the social barrier®. 12
Carl Russell Fish has

described what America in general

was experiencing in the years from 18 30 to I840 as the “rise of
the common mem” in the form of all types of reform, social,

political, economic, and educational,.^ Just so, Hew Orleans after

1840 began to make many advancements.

Norman, op. cit., p. ?6.
12 Ibid., p. 77.
Fish, op. clt., passim.

For example, in I84I,*12

u
responsibility for the public school system, ras assumed by th©
municipalities, each one being required to establish within it©
liMits one or more public schools.^ Ths Second Municipality was ' ■

by far the most progressive educationally. By 1844 it had three
schools, eleven teachers, and six hundred fifteen pupils. x In
18>0 the ■ enrollment in the public schools was nearly three .

the Municipality was'- -spending
in public .
16
education.
Peters, who had. travelled in the' Northern and

thousand;

Eastern, states in 1840^ was largely responsible for

this pro

gram and for the close resmblance of th® Bew Orleans school

system to that' in New England.

A part of this educational

growth consisted in, or led to, the establistaent of the Lycaua
Society, which will be discussed in Chapter .$
*

la 1847 the University of Louisiana.
Saw Orleans.

-

was established in

The schools■of lew and medicine already in operation

bocane part of the system.

’•Academic - faculties were also con

stituted, and the privilege of establishing a gramar school was
granted.1*
^

Klckey, op. cit*, p. 110
*

15 Ibid..

■

;

^cweg^
Session of the - Third Legislature
of the State of Louisiana, 18 $0, p. 2.

Cohen, op. cit., p. 74.
In 1884 it became Tulane University.
Bdwin Whitfield pay, gjstory of Education in Louisiana
(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1898}, p. 76.

15

After 1830 a rapid building progrm commenced and continued
through the years from 1BAO to I860.

Bienville’s New Orleans

of several crude buildings w.s a far cry from the New Orleans of
the eighteen forties.

In I844 sore buildings were erected than

any previous year,

The present City Hall was erected, in 1849
*

Tfeny churches were- bsllt| the First Presbyterian on Lafayette

Square, ths Carond©let Methodist Church, and others.

Again th® •'

Second Municipality-took the lead,, building »coaaodiows stores
and warehouses, handsme dwelling houses, large
'

'

and splendid
71

'

hotels and exchanges, rich and .gorgeous

churches.’*

. An article in J. B. D. DeBow’s Review for April, I846, re

ported. that New Orleans then had four libraries open to the
public, mong which were the Library of the Young Men’s Free - .

Association in the First Municipality,■ the State Library contain
ing three

thousand vol'jnes, and a private library owned by B« F.

French containing over seven - thousand volumes. *22

Th® recurring deadly disease, ’yellow fever, was a terrible
scourge in the lives of the- citIsens.

threatened-the people.

Epidemics constantly

The surrounding terrain was largely

ewsrp; 'the ground was too flat for a natural system of drainage;

Soman, op. cit., p. 71.

Docuaents, p. 2.•
22 DeBow’s Review, I (April, I846)p. 382.

u
year after year yellow fever imperiled the lives of the citizens.
Usually the epidemic started
1853 the

first case ms

sometime in the jslddle of sunimer; is

reported as early as May.

That year

yellow fever reached the' peak of its devastation.

' The yearly

threat of such epidemics slowed down and In many years curtailed

all foras of group activity— th® theater,, the lycews, and the
'Churches.' ■This- deadly enemy motivated th® citizens-

to demand■

thst some aeasur® be taken to rid the city of its threat.

However,

aedical, knowledge- concerning 'the origin of the disease was still

fifty years in the future.

' '

■ '

'

The following table shows" the ■ amber of cases of yellow
fever admitted to hospitals. No figures are available on those
who died without hospital care.
Tear
Last Case • Ada’d
First Case
Ms’g’d
Med

Xcv.
1839 ' July 23 ■
1840
July 9
■ Mg. 2
1841
Bee.
1842
Mg. 4
Nov.
' My 10
$&&»
1843
Norman, op. cit.., p. 120,

Ibid., p. JO.
Bickey, op. eft., p. 49 •
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8
26
31
-

■

■

1086
3
1113
410
1053

634
520
214
609

452
■ 3
594
211
487

17
stood on the threshold of newer and

In l&40Kcw Orleans

greater aeMevements.

She had weathered successfully the

>

financial crisis of 1836.'

She had wade a start in civic improvement

■and was eager to do iso re.

Shie possessed a group of energetie sen

vitally -Interested in obtaining'civic and cultural improvements
*
She was aware of th® need for greater cultural advantages for her
people. 1 With such- a background it is only natural that during ■
this period, i> .an effort to meet this need, the lycetts would

develop and make its contributions to th© cultural Ilf© of th©
•.
»
>
city. .

CHfiPSR HI
'WXT'ACMWW OF TBS LfCEOM, W>“1&U ;

Obviously a full grown lyceha progresi- did not. .'develop in Hew
Orleans overnight! a beginning; was Made
thia

somewhere. . However , in

.‘?vudy the writer was not -■ concerned with h&w and why the .

lycsw cess, to Ifew Orleans, fiat only with its development during
the years fros.1840-1860. 'That a lyeetM existed, prior to 1340

sems evident for several reasons.-''•. First, it is' know that 'an '
organization called the ^People’s Lycem,
**

referred to later in

this chapter,, supported the public schools up until 1841» Second,.■.'
the newspapers did not indicate In' any-.way that the lecturer ■
offered in Hew Orleans during the first season investigated,

1840-41, were new to the publics they seem to have been sn

accepted - public performance.
- Mttough a lyceum evidently existed before 1840, ’seemingly it

had yet to receive the enthusiastic support of the
forties and early eighteen fifties.

later eighteen

Consequently, activities of

ths lycew from 1810-1844 are characterised somewhat by unorganized

effort.

Most of the lecturers who came to New Orleans were

itinerants who gained audiences by advertising through the newspap ere,
of

There wes

bo

organization as yet for the specific purpose

sponsoring a definite progrm in Hew Orleans.

1 Hew Orleans Daily Delta, October 24, 1845.
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Season of 1840-41

The season of 1840
*41

found three men lecturing In Nev Qile&ns
*

Late in November Professor John ,1. Biddoll of the Medical. (follegt ‘

of Louisiana opened the season with a series of lectures on
oh®istry,. which lasted through Sareh«

These lectures were d©
*'

Hall, JSi, 239 Canal Street-, 0^6X7'Tuesday
*
■
, «t
TharsQay, and Saturday evening. Tickets for 'the series wore fSO
*
■

llvered in the College

In J anuary, ' 1841, Colonel Xetasnowsky, ' an' old Polish. offl cer
who had ■ served wader Napoleon, ‘ delivered-, in the basement story of

the church on Lafayette -Square, an "exeeedinly Interesting
*

course

of lectures upon the life of' the General
*
. In February Ur. Louis Fitzgerald To-siatro, author-of .Travels
in; the Southern .States, arrived in New Orleans. In what was no
doubt hls own paid advertisement he stated his intention to deliver

four lectures on the genius of Shakespeare. $ laazingly enough it
seeffis his subject was ’’entirely new” to- the general' public of Ww

Orleans; "they considered it a high intellectual treat."

Single

tickets for the lectures were one dollar each; tickets admitting

2r

®ew Orleans Daily Picayune, November 25, 1840
*

3 Ibid.

New Orleans Dally Picayune, January 30, 1841
*
JMS-» February 17, 1841.
Ibid., February 19, 1841.
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one person to th® four lectures, three dollars each; family
tickets Including one gentleman and

t® ladies, eight dollars

each.? Each one of his lectures included, '*&. brief,dissertation
on the influence of Shakespeare’s writings on ths human mind, as

connected with education and. the pursuits of literature; a critical
analysis of sore of Ms most popular plays, Interspersed with x*e-

aarks on dramatic representationsE& made a favorable im

pression with his first lecture'and -assured himself a-fair
o
attendance throughout.
. . ;
Season of 1841-42 '

Tho season of 18/11-42 produced only one itinerant lecturer.,
Professor Cnbi, who lectured on **
a modern science" called

phrenology.

'It is interesting to note that -his first lecture

was gratuitous, a policy which it seems many itinerant lecturers
followed.

It v-es during this season that the "People’s Lyceum," an
organization for the advancement of public lectures, was first
specifically mentioned.

When the People’s Lyceum was

7 Ibid*

3 Xbid»> February 20, 1841
*
7 Ibid., February 25/1841.

Ibid., January 19, IS42.
11 Ibid.. January 22, I842.

first

21
organised is not known, but in the previous two years no ©.ention
1® aade of It in the newspapers. Under its sponsorship, a public

lecture was delivered early in. I842 by W. C. Stener on "Th© Effect
of Intercourse, by leans of . Stem, Upon Jteerlcan Character end
Upon Son.»

Season- of 1842*43
The next year with new officers activities of the People’s
Lyccus. wm expanded
*
11. M. Cohen 13
. was th® nwly elected

*
pros!dent

With only e few exceptions each reek ssa a lecture

before the lyceus through 'March 1$, 1843.

Usually an announemeet

coritcraixig . the attraction for th® week appeared in one of the

weekly papers a few days before.
The lecturers before the People’s Lycew during this season
were all residents of Mew Orleans.

Probably Most of ths® lectured

gratis, for there is only one mention of a fee charged.

Th®

newspapers do not nake known the nmes of all the lecturers who

participated, Mt Mentioned were two professors fro® th® University

of Louisiana, C. G. Porshey and R. Grant who delivered lectures on

Ihid., .February 3, 1842.
u„ h, Cohen was a prominent lawyer la Sew Orleans and later
published a New Orleans Directory.

*4. lecture will be delivered this evening at the ’People’s
Lyceum’, ... by Mr. Crawford, a xseaber of th® Insti tuts, ■ . . . /
Idaittanee, twenty five cents. ®
New Orleans Daily Picayune, February I8S I843.
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geology and chemistry respectively
*

Members of the Second Muncl-

pality Council were Invited to Professor Forshey’s lectures
ordei’j no doubt, to proaote interest in the progrm
.
*

|S

Alexander

Msitry, later Superintendent of Public Schools in Louisiana,
spot® 6n one occasion on "Ths Progress of Society.*

Other

lecturers discussed ”Drai:iatic Literature -and the Poets8*

sad

«Iharfags fax
**
During thia sate season five "itinerant lecturers came 'to Hew

Orled&s between January .and'April, 1843, hut not under the sponsor
I. J* Hitchcock lectured on

ship of the People’s Lycousu
"Mercantile Arithmetic
*
8;

Mr. Score on ’’Animal Magnetlm’’;

Sr. Dionysius Lardner on science;

Mr. Bolton on geology;

and Count Barato on "Greece.®

■^5 new Orleans Daily Picayune, January 19, IS43.

16 Ibid., March 1, 1843
*

., .

Ibid.. March 8, 1843.
%hid., February 18',.';1843
*

^hid., January 14» 1843
*

20 Ibid., March 1, 1843
*
21 Ibid., March 3. 1843
*

22 Ibid., April 1, 1843
*
23 Ibid.-,' April 8, *1843

‘

.
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Season of ..I843-44,-

& nay

itinerant lecturers were in th® foreground.

In

science called phrenology, the htudy of the confomation of th®
ahull as .indicative' of Mental :f«e®titieSj caught the fancy of th®

people of the city when hr.. George Coaab®
that subjects 24 '

o®« to lecture on

•'

Missal faghetim- proved .another Intriguing topic.

9. Barth,

professor animal ®sghstlsa, delivered’ a sours® of thro®, lectures
on March '11, 12, 13 at the Whig'. Eeadquarters. opposite the St.

Charles ' theater.

later' in 'Say- a Professor ,de Bonnovllle de

livered u series of six. lectures da the ss»® subject.
(

.

The dates included in ' these four- seasons. ..elesrly indicate that

group activities such as' the lyceua discontinued from May until
October or 'Mbvmber.

The heht'and threat of disease demanded an

absolute Mnimwuf ■ group activity.

After these limited activities, Mew Orleans was ready for a
period of greater lyceua activity.

was time

for definite action.

Ihid., January 5, I84.4.
25 Ibid.-, March 12, 1SU.

26 Ibid., Hay 12, 1844- ‘

Interest.had been aroused; it

CHAPTER IV

SSAS0NS OF 1844-1843

Season gf 1844-45
- In the fall of 1844 the Second Municipality continued and

increased its leadership in' cultural advancement in, New Orleans.
On November 2?, Mr. Samuel Peters submitted to. th© Council for the
Municipality an ordinance providing for the' establishment-'of a. ,

aw organization, the "Library and. Lyceum Society." The citizens

as-; a whole Here recognizing the necessity of jrabli© schools. Hr
*

*
Peters

plan was viewed as another project to advanc® public

education,

The Pally Picayune argued that the nw society would

"enhance its /The school system™/ usefulness end. furnish th© ..... .
means of completing the education-, of the pupils in a manner to

fit them .for the highest achievements of literature and eciauce.”
Peters proposed to establish thb society by- contributions of
the "scholars
*

of - the public school , , no student being-sOomd. to

contribute wr@ than twenty-five cents a month.

The receipt of

nine dollars from any one contributor would entitle hla to life
{•

membership in the society.

No person could be a life member

had not bean, a pupil in the public schools.

2

* &w Orleans Pally Picayune, November 2$s I844.

2-Ibid
*

4
24

25

The ordinance further provided for securing rooms for a
library as soon as the sum of #5,000 was obtained for books.
Provision was also made for the erection of a Lyceum .Hall, the

purchase of scientific apparatus, and the employment of competent

lecturers. 3*& The lectures were to be presented weekly for eight
>
months each year. The ordinance stated the following:
Be it, etc; That when ten thousand dollars shall
have been invested in books, at least one half of
the annuel Ineos© thereafter, shall be applied to
purchasing such chemical and philosophical ■
apparatus as may be necessary to aid in imparting
a knowledge of the natural science; and for ob
taining during -eight months of each year, able pro- J
feasors, to lecture weekly on such branches of
useful knowledge as may be determined on by the
Directors; Provided, That the lecture rooms of the
Lycem shall never be used for any religious or
political discussions, end that no person shall be
allowed to lecture, therein, without the consent
of the Directors previously obtained
*
4

Directors were the sane as those of the public schools, with the

mayor, recorder, and aidermen as ex-officio members.
According to the plans as submitted it would take two years
to accumulate a sufficient

svee

for the library and two more years

to complete the Lyceum Hall.

The similarity between the proposed objectives and provisions

of the "Library and Lyceum Society” of New Orleans and those first
advanced by Josiah Holbrook in 1328 in New England, as a standard

3 Xbid., November 29, 1844
*
Catalogue of the Library of the Lyceum and Library Society,
1858 (New Orleans: R. C. Kerr, ISjSjT"

3 Norman, op. eit
* , p. 166
*
& New Orleans Daily Picayune, November 29, I844
*
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for the average lycerasi, is striking,

Holbrook’s ala to advance

popular education and improve the Hinds of the Members ws also the
stated aim of the •’Library and Lyceua Society.8

Both stipulated a

sura of money to be invested in scientific apparatus and books.

The

weekly lectures were to be on similar subjects, those pertaining
to ths sciences.

Holbrook suggested twenty dollars as a fee for i

life ambership, while the “Library and lyceicn Society
*

only nine dollars.

required

In fact, the chief differences seem to be the

fee requirements and the ruling of the ^Library and Lyceum Society
*
that only a student of the public school could be a life member.

Thus the few Orleans lecture movement followed the general pattern
of the average New England lyoeua. ?
On December 3, the Council by a unanimous vote passed the
ordinance for the establishment of the “Library and Lyceum

Society.” ® The project received immediate support.

Two days

later the Dally Picayune announced that several life subscriptions
had already been paid.

Rivalry had sprung up among the parents,

who vied with each other in their haste to support ths society.

Thus, the Second Municipality launched an important lecture project
in few Orleans, to be

completed five years later.

Hb lectures

were sponsored by this society until 1849
*
7

7 Infomat ion concerning few England lyceus found in
Hayes, op. cit., p. 3.
® few Orleans Daily Picayune, December 4, I844.

9 Ibid., December $» 1844
*

The season of 1844-45 was destines! to be a significant on®.
First, came a second lecture organisation, as has been indicated,

the ’’library- and Lyceusn Society,8 and then case th® first lecturer
of national importance.

In December, the Daily Picayune announced

that the noted Professor Benjamin Silliman would visit New Orleans
in th® early Spring.

Benjamin Silliman was a professor of chemistry and natural

history at Yale College

from 1802-1853.

"As early aa 1808 he .

introduced -what »as an innovation for a professor in th® college ■ •
A .j
when he began to give, occasional scientific lectures open to th©

public of New Eeven.” In succeeding years he delivered similar
lectures in New York and other Hew England cities.

and

During March,

April, 1335, he was asked to deliver a series of geological

lectures before the "Boston Society of Natural History.8 At this

tins he firmly established his reputation as a public speaker.
"In 18^5 he lectured in Boston on chemistry and in 1839 he delivered
the first series of lectures before the Lowell Institute,” Sub

sequently he lectured in all of the important centers of the

country. iE>
In his book Life of Benjamin Stillman, George Fisher mentioned
that hi® Southern tour in 1845 which included Hew Orleans was partly

encouraged by his former students at Yale, rather than being
sponsored by any lyceum organisation.

Prior to Ms arrival in New

Dumas Malone, editor, Dictionary of American Biography
(Hew York: Scribner’s, 1935), XVI, p. 161.
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Orleans he delivered a series of lectures in Charleston, South
Carolina, and Montgomery, Alabama. 11 His invitation to New

Orleans cesie frm the Medical Allege and several important
citisens,

Who wsrs probably Yale graduates.

Before he left had, Silliman had to be assured of fifteen
hundred dollars; the expense of bringing apparatus and the risk' of

loss was too great to induce him to cos© without a certain security.

Fifteen hundred dollars was the largest sw recorded as paid to
I

an outside speaker by any New Orleans group during this period,
obtain this, the sponsors asked the patrons to call at the
principal book stores and sign a subscription list at the rate of
tan dollars for single persons and fifteen dollars- for family
tickets. 13

His course of twelve lectures began on February 18, 1815•
luclua 0. Dunean, who was in charge, obtained permission, to use

the first Presbyterian Church of the Beverend Scott.

As

custmary., his introductory lecture was free to the public.

According to the' Daily Picayune, it was attended by one of thb

George P. Fisher, life of Benjamin Stillman (New York:
Charles Scribner and Co., 1866), II, p. 9.
gfew Qriegna Daily Picayune, December 5, 1844*
*

*3 ibid*.,- De ember 5, I844.
H fisher, op. cit., p. 17,

New Orleans Dally Picayune, February 18, I845.
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"largest, »st intelligent and fashionable audiences ever seen

convened la the city."

He outlined the objects, issans and

results of geology, Mth Its applications, physical, intellectualt
end isoral.
■SillisaMs lectures received a great deal of attention in

newspapers.

Hi's style of speaking was prataedas "dignified. and

corrjaanding,’ yet "simple.and impressive without ths affectations
1a
of oratory."
One of his lectures on "Agricultural Cheaietry,18
delivered at the Medical College, w® so well received that ho
waa asked' to repeat It.

■

'

The following evaluation confirmed what others said of

Professor Stillman
*
s presentations.

’Speaking always extempora

neously, he drove bom® Ms. point with a dignified but compelling

eloquence. The esportaeats which were an important part of Mb
chemistry lectures were ingenious, carefully prepared, and per-

fomed with reBiarkabl® elegance and skill.* In the course of

his llfotirw, he established the study of science on an equality
with th® traditional classical culture, and "made a whole nation

conscious of its value to mankind.«*
20

Ibid., February 19, 1845
*

Ibid., February 18, 1845
*
Ibl^*» February 19, 184$,
*
Iblfl
* February 26, 1845.
20 dictionary of American Biography, XVI, p. I63.

Ms last lectures were devoted to ths history of fossil

aniwals, from the earliest- marine up to aan»

On Marsh 11,

he concluded his series of lectures in New Orleans. x

From

there he went to Mobile, Alabama, to deliver a series on geology.^
During this same time a laainraT by the name of Sardinge was
_ in the city discoursing on Mnemonics, .the art>of;aiding,-the memory.

On February 24, he was invited to- speak before th® ’’‘People’s

Lyceum. ”

As a result, two nights later an even larger aeeting

of citizens gathered at the spacious Baptist Church, 66 Julia
Street, to hear the lecturer further expound on hie system.

On

this occasion the interest was so great that some could not find .
seats.

Perhaps this sudden interest was doe to the. announcement

that engraved formulas of Mr. H&rdinge’s system .would be handed to

' each person buying tickets. 25 This was his only lecture under th®
auspices of the People’s Lyceum.
According to the reporter, Mr. fiardinge’s system reduced ths

Articulation of the Organs of Speech to ten and substituted for

New Orleans Daily Picayune, March 4» 1845
*
22 Ibid., March 11, 1845-

23 Fisher, on. cit., p. 20
* '
2^ New Orleans Daily Picayune, February 23, I845.

25 Ibid. , February 26, 1845.
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these ten little geometrical signs which represented all the
syllable signs.

He astounded his audience by the facility with

which he remembered

words and ideas and called off fro® mmory

hundreds of actual dates end events in history.

26

On March 8 he gave a third lecture on Mnemonics.

The paper

reported that MS system was still attracting the "most scientific

citizens in New Orleans.® ^7

Again Professor John I>. Riddell and Professor C. G. Porshoy

of ths Louisiana Medical College delivered a series of twelve

lectures each in the Ghmicel Room of the college, on geology
and chemistry respectively.

The lectures lasted for four weeks,

occurring each Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday evening at seven

thirty. 26
*28
Wile the new society wae not to sponsor any lectures until

1850, the People’s Lyceum continued to be active.

It had engaged

Hardinge for one lecture, but with this exception, it continued to
confine itself to the use of local talent.

On March 23, Judge

Henry A. Bollard of the Supreme Court delivered an outstanding
lecture on the "comparative difference in the condition of man in
ancient and modem times.” 29 According to reports, he treated

Ms subject in a most unusual way, recording Marcus Tullius

26 Ibid., March 1, 1845.

2? Ibid.. March 8, I845,
28 Wid.» Burch 29 > I845.

29 Ibid., March 23, I845.

32

Cicero's reactions to the earth in 1845 in a series of six letters

to Ms friend Atticus. 30

On April 21, Christian ^ocellus, attorney general, lectured
before the People's Lyceum on "The Influence Which Manners and Laws
Exercise Upon Each Other. 7’ 31
As late as May 28 of that year, General Sas Houston, ex-

president of Texas, addressed a public meeting on several important
subjects, including, by request, ths . then important question of ■
annexation of Texas.32 '

■

Season of 1845~4^

The season of 1845"4£ was an active one for the "People's

Lyceum.” InOctober, a meeting of the Board of directors of the
society was called to plan the annual series of lectures.

The

Dally Picayune announced that the lectures would probably commence
the first of November.33 At this time th® Daily Belta took the

opportunity to point out that this society deserved public support
because it had been founded for the purpose of "promoting education

among the rising generation, establishing a library, and instituting
a yearly system of public lectures.

Before the school law was

passed in I84I, the public schools wore maintained by the Lyceum."

The constitution was most liberal; any person could beecme a

3° Ibid.

31 Ibld»» April 20, 1345.
32 Ibid., Bay 28, I845.

33 Ibid., October 24, I845.

33

aeaber for a year *by paying any a® of Money,'®

In addition their

lectures were always Mrequlred to be free to the public.
**

34 Such .

an organization, thought the news whiter,, truly deserved -Support
*
M. Cohen was still president; J. C. Larue end

Christian

Ro sellus, vice-presidents; and 1. H. Goodrich, 35 treasurer. Umbers

of the Board of directors were J. L. Mddell, Alexander Ptaitry, F.
Sawyer, Seedier E«. Jennings, 36 J. F*

Claiborne, 37 James Saul, and

W. R. Nicholson. 3§

On January 6, Professor Alexander Dimitry, popular New Orleans
lecturer, spoke before the ’’People’s Lyceum1’ at the Washington
Amory Hall on ’’The Halation of Harmony Between Man and the

Creation.” 39 The Daily Picayune reported that ”in spite of bad

weather the hall was well filled.” His lecture was pronounced a

34 New Orleans Daily Belta, October 24, 1845.
33 The Reverend W. H. Goodrich was pastor of the St. Paul’s
Episcopal Church.

Needier R. Jennings was a aesber of the Board of Directors
of ths Second Municipality.■
37 j, p, Claiborne was a news' editor for several New Orleans’
papers, mong which was ths Jeffersonian.

3® Now Orleans Daily Delta, October 24, 1845
*
39 New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 4, I846.

34
”most profound and eloquent discourse.
*

John Whitaker, in MS

Sketches of Life gffld Character in Louisiana, called Dimitry a ^aan
of the people, rising fron the®, .... an orator and a scholar who

has made himself distinguished.

As a lecturer, I have not seen his

equal in Louisiana. ... Politics, law, history,,religion, meta
physics are elements in which he lives and which h® has r.ade Ms

own.”

.Ths second lecture of the season was ■delivered, by Mr. Charles

Schmidt on the subject., ?iM.e.xiao.?’ To the reporter he appeared to
understand, his subject thoroughly, taking up the history of the
«
country with the conquest of the Spaniards. Again the Daily

Picayune■ reported that ’’the hall was crowded to its utmost capacity,
many leaving for want of room.”

•

.The Reverend William T. Hamilton of Mobile, Alabama, delivered
the third lecture st Amory Hall, January 26 f on ”The- Majesty of '

the Law.
*

-Th® Dally Pslta writer said, “We have frequently had the

advantage of hearing Dr. Hamilton, both in the pulpit end before

literary societies, and
pleasure and instruction,

can assure our readers they may anticipate

Th® directors of the Lyceum could not

have made a bettor selection. ”

Ibid. , January 6, 184.6.

Whitaker, op. cit., p. 77.

& New Orleans Dally Picayune, January 13, I846.

43 g0?f Orleans Daily Delta, January 25» I846.

35
The ladies dominated the audience os February 3 when thfe

Reverend W. R. Nicholson, pastor of the Methodist Rxdseopal
Church, delivered the fourth lecture to the ’•'Psople’s Lyssa®
*
on .
- the subject of ’’Th® Feudal Systen, Its jgffect on th® Political
snd fecial ^ystw of Car Tises.
*

The Daily ?.ica;mne noted that

”he was listened'to thron^otrt-with joarfced attention, and ws

rapturously applaaded at the close of Ms lecture.« TM Bally
.PalW consented on ths *
aauy young. Msn constantly attending these

'
*
lectures

'*&•

0» February 10
* Judge Carleton spoke on the «ffiman Kind
**
a ’‘crowded hall
®
*

to

The sixth lecturer was delivered, by Professor

Dialtry' an the. ’’Harmony ©f Maland Creation,® Ms second lecture

of the season on that sane subject,

Again the Amory Hall «as

filled to overflowing and wsny were compelled to Isave, unable to
find seats. Ki
' No record of ths seventh and eighth lectures is found la

the xwwBpapers.

The ninth lecture was called off »in ccnssfjuencs

of a Military Ball at the Araory Hall on February 23,
*

Ibid., February J, 1816.

Bew Orleans Daily Delta, February 3, I846.
Sew Orleans Daily Picayune, February 10, 18X&.
February 1?, 1816.

Bw Orleans Daily Delta, February 21, I846.

The largest crowd of the year turae-d' out to hear -SeargeantS.
Prent 1 osj noted youthen?, orator, deliver th® tenth lecture in ths

*
series

Prentiss was a lawyer by profession, who took an active

part in politics.

Born and educated In Wine,, he cuss to

WwisslBpi Several years 'after. Ms graduation fro® Bowdoin College,
Ser©''he was a hchootaastar, lawyer,

*
politician

In 1345 he

Moved .'to New Orleans fro® Vicksburg/Mississippi, after ■.--suffering .
■political defeats and loss of Ms entire fortune
*

’ *®ew Orleans -

■was '.not' the city to 'deprive herself of the radiance of his

oratorical etloqwncu or of Ms influence as a publiu-splrlteS-aBt" ■
cultured ■ parson1* says Dickoy.

Be was accepted into the civic life

of Jfew Orleans; and scon becase “one of the city’s leading spokos<• celebrity.
'^
*

•<

• :TMs particular'lecture'we bn *The Liberal Arts and the/Xe^ .
portan.ee 'of Their Cultivation in.This Country.
*

■ The Lally. Picayune

reported that *aany hundreds of ladies and 'gentlmw had -t®. leave
unable- to get within the entrance of the too®.® ^° ■.

..

Needier H. Jennings gave the eleventh lecture on “The Moral

and Social Condition of Worsen in Different Eras.” ^1

& Dallas C. Dickey, Seapgeantt S. Prentiss (Baton So'-ig.?:
Louisiana State Univarsity Press, 1945), p. 292<.

5® Mew Orleans Daily Picayune, March 3, I846.
51 Ibid., March 15, I846.
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The last of the sori os was delivered. by M, K. Cohsn, president, on
the ’’Analysts of 11?

Bkw.” aAt th® -0108®.,®?' hia le«t«ret

Itr, Cbhsa, in the'fittae of the directors of the Lycew,- ... '<:said

that ha hoped that the hours spent at the lectTirss would b@ looks!
back to with 'pleasure
*

next year.
*

iuriag. th®' period that wild ensue until the
...

Sureiythfe Growled hall®
*
wr® -proof enough that th® people

would look forsrart to the next season
*

■

1&®re wore other Itinerant lecturers to the city W were not

under the auspices of the ♦’People1 s Lyceum.” Professor' •£
*' P. • >.

Bronson,'professor in -<h® academic end theological department® of '

Yale College, gave a series of- lectures' at the Poydran Street . ■
Methodist 'Church, on th® eohnectic® between- Reading, Speaking,
Singing,' and ■ Bhysiolo^r and Health.

> -

j-zs generally lectured -on

an easy sot hod of deep breathing by use of abdominal muscles ’

rather thm the'throat ■ and breast, claiming to be th® first to
teach the specific us» of those mscles for healthy breathings

His lectures were no doubt considered novel, for he explained his

subject by use of .a ’’manikin.
*

.Admittance was fifty cents; a

season ticket for one, two dollars; for two, three dollars. $5

& Ibid.. March 24, 1846.

53 Ibid.,'January £7. 1846.
Mary Margaret Bobb, Oral Interpretation of Literature in
Mericau,. Colleges and Universities (New Yorks H. W. Bilaon, 1941),
p. 110.

Ibid.. January 27, 18a6.

3®
Professor Mitchell delivered a series of lectures on

astronomy before a ®crowded nsaanbly
*
’ in th® Methodist Church on
April X. 5657

.

All the readers of the Pally Picayang - wars urged to hear
■& Mr. Giles dv.ri.Eg April deliver & course of lectures on literary
subjects, including the following topics:

Cteiusr of lobart'

Genius of Crabbe,* ®The -Genius of GdldsMth
®
*

Baras,®

“The

Genius of 'S^ron,® and *The Character of %Lstaff.-w
. Seasons, of :X84fe^

‘

-After-such.® crowded season,., ft w only hstural that "th®

citi sens of Itef Orleans.- should loos forward' to another eventful

year with every prospect for «■' full "Season
*
' BbwvSr, for sor.fs

reason the season of 184-6-47 : failed to measure up’ to their ex
pectations.

A checking of

both the Gaily Picayune end the Dally

Delta reveals little activity.

From January 1 to April 2 only

two jaes are mentioned as having lectured in ths city.

One was

a Dr. Graham who delivered an "oration.," not a real lecture,

before the' "Physico-Medieal
February 6, 1347.

Society® at the Medical Hall on

The occasion was the celebration of the

society’s anniversary, but the public was invited.^8

56 Ibid.. April 1, 18^.
57 Ibid,

Ibid., February 6, 1847

39
fli® other was a Mr. Izmir whose program consisted of stories,

anecdotes, and songs.

He appeared before a large audience in

Washington Armory Hall and was ■ ’^plaudsd vigorously.” ^9
The following season, 1848-49, according' to the papers,
shorn-fl little iMprovmcnt over the preceding one.
lecturers semed to dominate^ the scene.

Itinerant

On January 15, Professor

Kitehell of Cincinnati began, a series of lectures at the Poydras
Street Methodist Gtarah on astronomy, • Ormsby M. Mitchell was

lecturer and writer of vjorka also on astronomy, and founder of
- ''; .
- ■ An
the famous observatory at Cincinnati,
Ac cording to a report in
,’ -A
-t,hc Wly telta ho was already well-known to tew Orleans, having

lectured in the .city in I846.

His lectures were illustrated with

views of the great clusters of nebulae, taken by means of a

telescope.
An Interesting lecture on the philosophy of th© magnetic

telegraph with experiments in electricity ms given by e Dr. Colton
on January .16 at the Amory Hall. The Pally Picayune reported that

ft ws attended by "a nwE'erous and select sudime which Applauded,*

59 Ibid.. March 19, 1847.

60 tegsne H. tesetom, The Civil ter Era, 1850-1873, Vol. IF.
Carl fittke, - editor, The History of the State of Ohio, 6 vol®.
(Columbus, Ohio: State Archaeological and Historical Society,
19Uh >.172
tew Orleans Sally Delta, January 15
* 1&&8
*

After Ms philosophical lecture h® mused

*
appreciatively.

Ms •attfiieaoe by adsiM storing ’’exliilarsting gas
*

to several xnen

*wb» reacted to produce h«ar.®
On January 21 a Mrs. LnoMs fro® Philadelphia entranced her
listeners with the wonders of Messerim, another nasie for

hypnotisa, Sfer lecture was attended by a “select, but very

Bwevsr, Mrs. Loomis’ early popularity '
*
■
.
A little skepticism took possession of th® public alnfi 1©

fashionable audience.
*

waned.

regard to her experiments.

The Daily Delta attempted, t©

to discourage doubts» as. to their'validity.
©f .Mrs. Loosis is wad® after ^ebraary 1.

bo

avail,

Sb fortbar smtlo©

In March, Sr, GLiddon, an archeologist, delivered lector®®
on the !!Kic.’roglyphical Literature of Igypt” at th®- Rational Gallery
13 St. Charles. 62
66
*65
63

The first mc-ntloxi in the riemspapers of I84S of th® “People's
Lye®m" did not cose tatil March 30.

62 Ibid., January 16, I848.

63

"

Ibid., January 21, 1848.
65 Wd-» February 1, '1848.
66 Ibid.., March U, I84B,;,

At that tise Dr, Banning

u

spoke on the "Philosophy of the i&siafi Vol co. *

Hi,® purpose ws

"to dlsxobs th® art of effective delivery of a great <
**
»
elocutionary lumber,

He reduced it to

of

two or three sis.pl® rales;

to stand up like a ®aa> bold up the head, throw off restraint, and
'S& believed that -an' improper »od®

to speak loudly and plain."

of dress and the fixtures gboiit the speaker tended tomaW Mm
*
Ineffective

.

■ The People1® Lyceum draw .added atteatton with ;whet seemed'tbta

be a® exceptional

event,

debate was held on' the question,

"Ought capital puni stalest to be abolished?" The debaters war© -■

Messrs, 8. R. Glenn and T, N. Nickerson, two young members of ths
bar.

In the words of the ~»ally Delta, ®the audience departed,

highly pleased with the literary feast served up to then,® 7®

Despite the marked decrease in activity during the last two
seasons, • the period fro® IS44 to I84B was one of progress, • The

unanimous vote for the "Library and Lyceum Society
*

and th©

crowded halls for the nsetings of the "People
*
s Lyceum" ar© proof
that New Orleanians were more than ever aware of the value of a
lyeetsa program.

67 Ibid,., March 30. 1Q48.
68 Ibid,. March 31, 1848.

Xbld,

70 New Orleans Daily Delta, April 27, I848.

B&S&SS OF 18.49-18 52
Season of 18^49 ■■

The season of 1848-4,9 found the lyeew niovesient in Ifsw
.Orleans returning to the I84W& >eah of activity.

Smer,

aocording to the newspapers ths “People’s Lyeeura,
*
whieh
dosinaieS the former season, ,w inactive,.
©a February 1J a course of tea lectures was announced, for

the benefit of the Asylua.

for- the Relief of-Destitute resales,.

The ocwBiitee in charge of the lectures; consisted of SS. M
*

Coheh, Jases Saul, B. M. Morman, and Charles Gardiner,

treasurer..

1

'■

The Daily Picayune reported that the lecture®

would be held at the 'Washington Armory Ball during the months of -

February, March, and April. *2 ......

,

Sone of Hew Orleans’ most .--distinguished .eitiaens wm^seoTired.,

including Dr. Scott, pastor- of the First Presbyterian Church; The
Reverend Theodore ©Xapp, pastor of th® ^irst- Congregational Church;

The Reverend W. R< Mchoices, pastor of the Methodist; Episcopal
Church; Professor J. B» D. DeBow, professor of political eeonmy

at. the University of Louisiana; Se&rgesnt 8. Prentiss, lawyer;

few Orleans Daily Picayune, February 13, I849.

2 Ibid., February 6, 184,9.
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Judah P. Benjamin, lanysr -and later waber Of the Confederate
Cabinet.; Christian Posolius; Sr.. J. I*.

Hawks# pastor of th®

Christ episcopal Church; and Professor liddell of the University

of XOTisl8»a<

However, "aba® changes -were mde in ihs -speakers

after the .Cours® began.-' ■■

The Reverent W. R. Wehblsoh delivered the first lecture on

February 21 at 7
30
*

P. ft. on- the subject of' «C.iMlfsfition la Ito

'Relation to/ Indigence, or ^iviliMtlon. the Friend of the 'Poor.
*Professor Alexander Sisi tryt- popular local' lecturer# was

substituted for the second in the 'series# speahing ou-^he ■-■

?

Beauties of the Hatoral World, as «■ Source of Mental - Ptoasnr®#
*
3456
■Christian .Boselfas delivered the third leotoro «m *f&g

Am er1 car- Retolution; Its Influences and-Iffecto.*
$

". . - . ’ ’

According to the Aaily PjcayWr the lectures had bscoae . .
'f&Tj popular and 'the citizens ..-generally war® well satiafied,-^

' On March 6, Dr,, lllliaa Hamilton fro® Mobile returned to Her

Orleans to deliver the fourth lecture on the ’’State of th© Arts

3 Ibid... February 20, 1S494 Ibid.. February 22, 184%

5 Ibid.. February 27, 1849.
6 Xbld..,. March A, 1849.

u

Among the Ancient Hebrews.
*

.

«Goldx Its Geological Positions, Metalurgie Management,

Socles of Assaying, Intrinsic end. Conventional ^aluow was the '
lengthy and impressive title chosen by Dr. J. L. Riddell for

the fifth lecture- in the 'aeries.. $

Such lengthy titles seasodto be in vogue for the Heverend *

Scott -spofe® on ’’The. Emigration to Amerloaj Sort® of Its SaffltdLts.,-

and Our Duty as MMeaa-Citizens,
*

9 . ;

'

/

On April 3 the cumittee ammaeed that the Reverend J. 1. '

Hawks'; would. ..-deliver the regaining four -lectured on the '

“Anti<julties and -Settlement of America,
*
Illustrated by

' >'

paintings, - diagrams, -and a' collection- of .sculptured work of ■ the
ancient Mexican. ■ They were

scheduled for Monday, -Tuesday,

Wednesday, end. Thursday evenings.

-According to ths Dally ■

Picayane he invested hie early history Mth: *
ehams which wr®
new and unexpected." In fact, he so Intrigued his audience that

each evening found increased numbers at the Amory Hall.

7 Ibid., March 6. W

8Mareh 3-3> 1W»
9 Ibid.. March 23. 18A9.

10 Xbid* > April 3, 184.9.

U Ibid., April 12. 1819.

J3

This series of lectures excited a great deal of Interest in
the flomiEdty and it w® with regret that it clcesd.

Tho Daily

Picayune pointed out that “the interest manifested proved there
was no lack of. enlightened inquiry on the part of the citizens
12
whan something- worthy their attention was brought forward*«

That season also

found several other lecturers in New

Orleans. * M. Louis Dufan, former member -of the faculty of the
Uni varsity of Paris and at that tins < a professor at th® Uni
versity of louiMan®, delivered a series of lectures on the

♦History of France.” .. His lectures
*

■public. Young students

in-French, were free- to ths-

were . espselMly invited to ■•attend
*.

-

Ke lectured in the House of Representatives, Canal Street, „®wry

Monday and Friday at 6r-GO in the evening.
Walter Macready, an English actor on a tour of ^aeriea,

visited Sew Orleans in March.

He read “Macbeth
*
before a large

gathering in Araory Ball on March 17 .

His splendid elocution

was praised by the newspaper; It was also stated that he was

“enttasihsticelly applauded at the end of each scene
*
♦
The season would not' have been corplete without some

scientific lecture.

Dr. Barnard from Alabama gave & private

12 Ibid.
*3 ibid.» February U, 1849.

M fish, op. cit., p. 146.

Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, March 18
* 1849.
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lecture on the polarization of light
*

the newspaper referred to

the subject as one -which ’’abounded in phenomena of the most in

teresting nature.«
Season of 1849-50

This season was aa ewntfal" one in the development of the
lyceua in N©?? Orleans.. Ssjauel J * Petersf dream of a lecture hall

for the Library and Lyceum Society,' originated in 1814, ■ became

an actuality.

On: Dsember 18, -a'■“beautiful -and spacious hall
*

in the w Municipality building, dedicated to tho use pf the

*
lycetHa
ws opened to the 'public,.

For this important occasion
,
*

the .pally1 Picayune- reported-;, hot less tWa. twalrs hundred- people
were present
*

The galleries were filled with pupils fro® the

public schools,. °Slde by side the child of the humble mechanic

a»d the wealthy citizen looked down upon the upturned feces of
parents and guardians, collected to witness the joining of another
link to the chain of improvement unwound for the benefit of their
*
children.

18

Judge Theodora McCaleb, president of the University of
Louisiana, delivered the lecture of the evening. According to

the Daily Picayune, he expounded with "great truth and

Ibid., April 6, 1849«

Ibid*
, December 19, 1849.
Mew Orleans Daily Crescent, December' 19, I849.

force on

the advantages that flow from intellectual . improve®® t> ®nd on
the bona of knowledge which
*

in such institutions as th® one Jast

opened serves to unite sen with one another.”

S&smal Peters could well be proud of Ms endeavors.
hall was built on the *
bsst

The

principles of acoustics.” Svsryone

felt it reflected «Jjafinlte credit on, the foresight, 'financial
skill.,, and perseverance of Mr.' Peters, to whose energy
*

Wmi&lpality was indebted.
*

th©

-

• The Directors of the Lyceum also announced the passing of a
,s i
resolution by which the lectures would be open to the public at

the

following prices
*

W a -course of eight souths,, tickets;.

"to' admit a gentlman and two ladies, |8j single tickets, $5; and
tickets for .'one' evening
*

5*>

*
cents,

21

The opening of the new Lyceum Hall heightened' Interest,■ in
the lecture prbgrs® of ths city. On December 21, the Hally
Picayune announced that Professor Mtdhell,•■the astronomer frees
Cincinnati, would be the first lecturer presented by the Library

and Lyceum Society and at the sa« time expressed its desire for
-more courses in the natural sciences. The article ran as*
20

Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, December 19, 1349.

20 Tbid.
Mew Orleans Daily Crescent, December 19, I849.

4S

fellows:

la trust they /jSitchell' s lectureg/will be follow
ed by Bore courses in the other departments of .
natural science—®®re literary lectures are not to
our taste. . . . 9® have no objection to a reasonable
quantity of metaphysics;. but w highly approve the
decision of the coats! ttee who desire to make the
LyceTKi the means of •_ popularizing science. . . . The
lectures delivered by Professor Silliaan here several
years ago were productive of much good, and w® only
regret that they were not followed up the ensuing ■
winter by a series on Chemistry, Astronomy, and other
kindrod topics. But now that a second attempt is
mads u&der such favorable auspices s we trust it will
be encouraged by the comunity. 22
Professor Mitchell was hailed as & "gentleman. who possesses

all. the qualities necessary to the lecturer—a full knowledge of

his subject—a prepossessing appearance—a clear, full, round
voice, Mth a command of language.® *2^ gj^ introductory lecture
was attended by eight hundred to one thousand persona of both
seres, Including-'many of the older pupils in the public schools.2^

His course of lectures continued through January 26,
*exel ting Interest in the mind® of the general public.
*

In

fact, according to the Pally Picayune, Ms audiences wre en
thusiastic to the point

of being unruly.

After hi® lecture on th®

"History of the Telescope,® the paper reprimanded the audience for
the "noisy demonstrations not suitable to the dignity of a

22 Hew Orleans Bally Picayune, December 21, 1849.
2^ Ibid., December 24, 1849.

Ibid.. December 21, I849.
25 Ibid.

January 1, 18 5O.
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scientific agseably.
*

Strict and silent .attention was requested.

It was also ■enggesteft that it would be ofgererel advantage if th®

ladies wold remove their ’’bonnets,'
*

*
Incidmtally

this type

of behavior was characteristic of '/lecture-audiences in other parts
of the country. ' Whe -lecture was an escape fro® the mono tony of

everyday life, an 'excellent

place to catch up on the/ latest

-showeff a new' hat or dress. * According ' to /Harper
*
s Weekly,

*
gossip

certain young men and raeawnt to lectures to

flirt.

In sow.e

. plaees, apples"' and peenut-e we eaten before and ■ -during-th®

lecture.

.- ■/-'

When the learned professor left, he' had awakened » Wpirit

of inquiry. « The Bally Picayune .said, We hope that he will re
turn next Plater to delight and ' instruct us.

difficult

It will b®

for the Cmaittee on Lectures to give us his equal,

certainly not his superior.
*

The Library and Lyeewa Society next presented Professor
C. G. Forsbey who delivered a series of lectures on geology.

His

knowledge of the subject was greatly respected, for he had just
served as State Geologist.

For this reason he appealed to a

lahaary 10, IS JO.

Braden, op." cit., p. 207, "
23 Uew Orleans Bally Picayune, January 26, 18JO.

-

50
s& was highly praised for .
30
his ability to sake & dry subject, like geology, interesting,

"large and intelligent audience."

Ji C. Garland
*,

professor from the University of Alabam,

delivered twelve lectures on meteorology for. the society.

Par

ing ths course he took an opportunity to pein# .out’, th® growing

' interest. in lectures as ' a ’•means’ of abridging the necessity of

application to book®.
*
At the close of his'last

demonstration took place.

lecture on April 16, a wsiqw

The -audihsoa was organised Into,' a

meeting, with Dr. 0. H. Barton presiding.- Th© chair appointed

C, Bo /Singleton
*

George C. Bower, and F. 5. Southmayd as a-,

committee to express ths audience’s appreciation. - The comittee

presented an address which was printed in the Daily Picayune,,
part of which is found, below:

■

Sir—The members of the library and Lyceum
Society, who have attended your course of
lectures on meteorology, cannot permit you
to bring them to a close without expressing
;"thsir'' heartfelt' thanks' for. the deep interest
■ which you have thrown around a subject so
generally considered dry. 32

•3? Ibid.* February 1, 1850.

3° Ibid., February 12, 18 50
*
31 Ibid., March 15, I850.
52 Ibid., March 19, 1840.

■

51
During this last seri&s of lectures the .writer for the

Daily Picayune felt impelled 'to point out the «favorable

opportunities-- for improving th® aixtd at the least possible
sacrifice’ of whvs©i©ace and comfort.” 53' 'With such -favor&bl© '

*
dOBmttf

-the library 'fist Xycam 'Society closed its’ first

season. -'

Ab usual.-other lecturers spoke in Hew Grleaiw.

la Movmber,

‘Professor W» P, 'Blddell conducted an. annual ' course of lectures,
giving the® four time a

on ehmistry
-'
*

-at. the 'Medical '' College
*

week, Monday
*

Tuesday, ’Thursday,.' mia/IriW
*

.-'M« iMiaht-WM;

usually assured large audiences because he had eaomsd.^n'ex
*

eellent reputation .as- a lecturer
*

“Students and .gontlesa®. ■

interested in research -in -this- science ’ were; urged” to .attend.”
literary subjects, ’particuiafiy Shakespeare, -case- in.for

their share of iaiere®t.

^ Jawary 17, lilllta-Mi -Fleaing,

. ■

Shakespearean reader, so delighted his audience that sany of the

leading citizens requested another reading in a letter in the

Daily Picayuhei it.-was signed by twenty-one men,’ among whoa were:
Theodore McCaleb, Bandall Bint, Weedier Jennings, Abdiel
Crossman, W. M. Goodrich, Samuel Peters, M. M. Cohen, Seargeant

Prentiss, end- W. S. Scott,

Among the signors were many who had

& Ibid.

Ibid., November 13, 1849.

5'2
long taken a leading part in the New Orleans lectur® movement.

. Several days later a Miss S. Kimberly, Shakespearean reader,
arrived in New Orleans.

The. Daily Picayune reported that *
her
’ -t
, •
readings had ■■ been pronounced by sow® of the best cities in the
Union to be of highest merit.'5’

- On-March. 11, Theophilus Pigkcj-of Philadelphia, delivered a
lecture .at the Annory Eall on the science, *
Electro-biology^ *

Season, of 1850-51

■

The plans of-the ■ Library and Lyceum Society for th® lecture
season of I85O-5I wars even, wore extensive than th® preceding

On • January 21

year.

the Committee announced. ths introductory

lecture of Professor J. Lawrence Snith, the first of a series of

twelve lectures on chemistry.

Dr. Sul th would’ be followed,

according to -the . arniomcment, by other distinguished professors
upon 'different:departments of science. ^8

, Toms-.of admission to ths whole course of lectures for the

entire -season,, '-’expected to be about forty in numberJ** wr® as
*
'follows

Season . tickets, ..admitting one gentleman and two ladies,

-' J8; admitting one person, $5» afeiBslou to a single lecture, 5©

Ibid., January 18, 1850.
XbM». January 21, 1850.

37 lb*a*» March 9., 1850.
Ibid., January 21, 1851.
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cent®,

»

•
The intention -of the organiz-atfoxi to sponsor forty

lectures during the season indicated their eagerness to enlarge

their progrm.

Dr-. Ssith» s' lectures urare ' delivered on Tuesday -end Friday
at 7:30 in the Lyeeua Hall on such subjects as: "Hydrogen, Its

Combustibility, and Its Ssplosive Mature,
*
Carbon with,Oxygen,®

and -*Xl®0trio

^
*
Light.

•- s.
2

of
.

After saah elaborate plans'1 it Is somewhat disappointing to
find that after Dr. Smith only one a&nis mentioned as having

lectured in the Lyceum Hall.

The Peverand K. B. Stroud, pro

fessor and desionst.rator of th®.philosophy of oral 'sounds,
delivered an introductory free lecture on wthe- dlscrtoinating

analysis of the human. yoic© and the ortho epi cal mechanism of

the Merican Language.® It ws Ms intention to present this
lecture as' an introduction to a course on th® "Mexitsl Philosophy
of Prouaoiaticm.®

The Pally Trus Delta stated that his ?®ethp<

of "phrenology" had been recomended by ths Hatlonal Convention

39 Ibid.
Hew Orleans Daily True Delta, January 29, 1851.
& Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, February 1$, 1851.

Hew Orleans Daily True Delta, February 23, 1851.
^3 g0W Orleans Daily Picayune, March 19, I85I.
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of Literature, held in Philadelphia in September, 18$0.

4nbthsr lecturer in the city was Phinias T. Barnum who
spoke In the Armory Sall on the advantages of temperance.'

Barnum will be recogninel as th® man who Eis.de the travelling
circus faaous.

According to the Daily Picayune, hundreds. of

curious people were turned away, -for the hall was literally
jawed.

His sense of hwor was appreciated; a "nerrier audience

haft..never been seen."

'

In April, 18'51, Professor:T. B. Moore, professox- of Con-'

etitutional Lew in the Uafrarsity of Louisiana.,, delivered a ■
series of lectures on "Federal? Government,#

Season of. I85I-5& . • ■ '
Oil November 7» I85I, the Directors of the Public Schools in

the Second 'Municipality mot to discuss arrangements which had

been made for lectures in . the Lyceum Hall for the Muter,

In the

absence of Seedier Jennings, chairman of th© committee, Mr.

Powell presented the plans.

He stated that the lectures would

cosaaence during the month of December.

The comi tie® hoped to

Obtain Professor Mitchell, Professor Louis Agassis, end Mr
*

New Orleans Daily True Delta, March 1?, 1851.
New Orleans Daily Picayune, March 6 , 1851.

& Fish, op. cit., p. I47.
& ffl&er Orleans Daily Picayune, March 7, 18 51.

43 .SMd-» April 8, 1851.
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Gifddon.■ They also hoped to increase the nu-iber. of lecturers,

Although some- may have occurred, no lecture is mentionel in
the newspapers before March, 1852. ■ On March 9, the Reverend 1. B«Shaver, president of the Masonic College at Lezington, Missouri,

spoke in the Lyceum Fall on education.

However, the felly Delta

ftentioned «tfeai he was not as well attended as th® brethren of
th© square and coapass should, have sale it.
*
■

On that sama cay the coxsiities on Library and Lyceum lectures

announced that Professor J. L. Smith of the University of
Louisiana would deliver « course of eight lectures upon wfamiliar
and practical subjects connected with natural philosophy and

**
ehesistry

The committee also announced that Professor A. 1.

Koeppen, fro® the North, had been engaged to deliver a -series of
discourses on Greece.

This committee was composed of Needier

Jennings, A. f. Axson, 52 a33!j yrederiCic Cemerden. 53

& Ibid., November ?, 1851.

50

Orleans Dally Delta, March 9, 1852.

5^ New Orleans Dally Pi eayuno, March 9, 1852.
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p. Arson was a local

doctor.

53 Frederick feserden was a commission merchant.

5b

On March 10 Dr. Joseph McDowell, ■ a leading member of the •
Missouri Medical

circle, gave-a lecture at ths Lyceum Hall on

the ^Natural History of the Human Hace.” According to the

Daily Picayune the professor was "very dispirited by the small
but .intellectual audience who attended.” The paper also added
that perhaps the ’’pleasure-loving citizens of New Orleans, knowing

physicians have a penchant for dry bones.,; and quote ink-horn words,

were bettor. content at the theaters, where they could look upon
prettier anatoay. and listen to softer phrases.
'
*

However, Dr,.

McDowell “was too proud to lecture to a limited audience and
defray his expenses in. addition;" so he declined to appear

agaia. ^4

The next lecturer on the program
*

Dr. -1. Lawrence Snith, who

had lectured in the city before, ^5 spoke on "Matter.* $b

It is at once apparent that this season, did hot turn out as
expected.

Hons

of the lecturers who were mentioned at the

November Board meeting were obtained; nor did Professor Koeppen
from the North, who had been

engaged, appear.

Hew Orleans .Daily Picayune, March. 11, 1852.

$$

jdleauary 21, 1851
*

New Orleans Daily Delta* March 13, 1852
*

CHAPWi VI
SEASONS OF 185&.18J5

.Season of 1852-53

fhe Library anl Lycem Society amioancad January 8, 1853,
that it was attempting to secure Professor Louis Agassiz,
William ■ Makepeace Thackeray, and' -Thomas Francis Meagher to

deliver courses of lectures before the Lyceum.

According to th©

Daily Picayune the chief object of the lectures for that year sas
to raise funds for the benefit- of the library which was' connected

.with the-organization. Thus, the'paper hastened to point out
that those who patronized the lectures would have

the satis

faction of Imo wing they were contributing to the advancement of

an important public institution in addition to the opportunity
1
to hear these distinguished gentlemen.

For some reason Thackeray was' not obtained for that season,
s
but Meagher and Agassis-were. ■ On April 5, Mr. Heagbsr presented
hie first lecture in the Lyceum. Ball on -"Australia,
*

a subject

affording great opportunity for the speaker's "fine oratorical
powers.” Ths Daily Picayune reported that "the manner in which

New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 8, 1853.
2
Thomas Francis Meagher was boro in Ireland, and cam® to the
United States in 1852. He became virtual leader of th® Irish
element in New York City
*
Diotionary of American Biogrophy, XII,
p. 481.
“ ~~~~
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he treated Ms subject called forth frequently the enthusiastic

applause of the

audience, who Were delighted with the fine and

poetic outbursts of the orator
*
*
OcOu April 12, Professor Agassiz’s series of lectures was

announced.
tions.

This series had to be sponsored by private subscrip

According to reports the Lyceum Society was not able to

sponsor the series because the Council had taken away their
z
source of income.

The reputation of Professor Agassiz as a naturalist preceded

him to New Orleans, for many of the citizens were already
familiar with his theories.Carl fish calls him’one of.-the,

most picturesque figures in the field of science. . . . Agassiz,
a French Swiss, educated with the best resources of Europe, came
to America in I846 as a field for his research in geology and
zoology at the

of thirty-nine.® *56 He was appointed to a

professorship at Harvard and decided to remain there.

He became

a leader in interesting new students of nature; ®he was the most
influential immigrant since Hamilton and Gallatin.® 7

New Orleans Daily Picayune, April 6, I853.
* Ibid., April 12. I853.

5 Ibid., April 15, I853.
Fish, op* cit., p. 240.

7 Ibid., p. 241.
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His course of lectures included the following subjects: ’’Ths
>

Coral Beefs of Merida,* ®Tha Mste&orphoses of Insects,“ “The
Gradation of -*
ni®als

Uiring the Successive Geological Periods,®

and the “Relations of Mankind and the Animal Creation.® &
'On April 29th, the day of Ms last lecture, the jjally

Picayune reported, that all Ms lectures' had. been attended by larg®
audiences, oddly enough composed largely of women.

Ms..last "

lecture was. expected, to be ■ equally as suceessifaU^

Professor Loui® Agassis and 'ieagher were the principal
lecturers of the “Library and Lyceum Sociaty
*

for that season.

In

addition .Madame Barosse, a French scholar, delivered a lecture on
“French'Literature in the Hineteeath Century® in the Lyoewa Hall,

specifically Tor-tba benefit of the Camp Street Fezaale Orphan

Asyltm and' the Lyceum. Library. 89i0* • Later, on March 19, Madame
Barosse gave another lecture in one of th© rooms of the City Hall
on the “historical influence of women up to th© present.®

Tile season of 1852-1353

completed by Dr. A. Crane, who

lectured on the “Character Education, and Management of Children.
*
This lecture was delivered in Lyceum Hall, but it la not known

whether he was sponsored directly by the Library and Lyceum
Society. 12

8 New Orleans Daily Picayune, April 12, 1853,
9 -Ibid.. April 29, 1853.
Ibid., January 6, 1853.
Ibid., January 19, 1853.

^2 Ibid., January 6, 1853

6o

Season of 1853-54,

The principal series of lectures for the. season of 1853-54
was presented by the "Mechanic's Institute,« in their own hall.

In 1847 the University of Louisiana had granted a square of its

land to the "Mechants'.a Institute” for the site of a library,
lecture room, and cabinets for the use of the mechanics of New

Orleans, and for an annual

coarse of lectures on physical science

in connection -withmechanics.

This must have been the organiza

tion’s first attempt at such'.a program because the newspaper

referred to' it as the ’’first .wmetl session,
*

Th® lectures were

free to the public, offered every Monday and Thursday at 7:00 p.m.
The pi'ogrm for th© entire season appeared- in the Lally Picayune

in the following fom:

free Lectures in Hall of Mechanics Institute
Jan. 16—Dimitry
Jan. 19—On "Artesian Wells and Springs, Prof. Chilton,
*
Jan
.23—On History of the Invention and Application of
Steam Engines, Judge Larue.
Jan, 26—Chins and Japan—Dr. Scott.
Jan. 30—Astronomy, Professor Valias.
Feb. 2—Popular Education in Europe and the United
States, Joseph Brennan
Feb. 6—Coal and Mining, Chilton
Feb. 9—Man
*
s Relation to the Sciences, and His Adaptation
to ths Planet He Inhabits, Dr. Macaulay
• Feb. 13—Chemistry as Applied to Agriculture,
Professor Riddell
Feb. 16—Dimitry
Feb. 20—Dr. Bennet Dowler

EdwinhWhitflbiarFay;', History of Education in Louisiana,
(Washington, Government Printing Office, I898), p. 78.
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Feb. 23—-Relation of Mechanical Arte to Agriculture,
G. Schmidt
Feb. 27—Langaage., Macaulay ■
Mar. 2—Chejsi st ry of the Atmosphere, Riddell
Mar. 6—Dr. KottMar*
* 9—Clapp
Mar. 13—Influeace of the Mechanics
Mar. 16—On fean Bade, Charles Gayarr©
Mar. 20—Extraordinary Development of th® Resources of
, the United States as Contrasted with Other
Countries, Christian Rosalius .
Mar. 23—Sennet Dowler,
Mar. 27—Larue
Mar. 30—Schmidt
,
Apr. ' 3—E. D. Rand A4 '

This series was considered an important provision for the citizens'
recreation end instruction.1^ The subjects indicate that the ; *
organisation was carefully following its original purpose to
present lecturing ”on physical science in connaction with mechan

ics."

The men chosen ware all prominent local Lecturers, such1, as

Dr. Scott, Christian. Roselius, and the Reverend Theodore Clapp.
Tho Library and Lyceum Society failed to carry on an ex
tensive program during that season.

After Professor Alexander

Diaitry lectured for the Mechanic’s Institute, he was asked to
deliver a series of lectures at the Lyceum Hall on "The DevelopX6
sent and Decline of Civilization in Greece."

On the evening of the Professor’s introductory lecture,
S. R*. Jenning3, representing the Lyceum Society, appealed to the

1^ New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 15> 1854.

*5 Ibid., March 12, 135416 Ibid., January 21, 1854.
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audi ©ace in behalf of th® Professor’ s enterprise.
that in the Northern

cities large M«s of money were paid to

sad that Mr. Mai try was . equally worthy as s literary

lecturers
*
lecturer

g<? pointed oat

1A

Consequently, the proceeds of these ten lectures wr©

devoted, exclusively to the remuneration of the lecturer.
During this season the first wosan lecturer on women* s right# •

Invaded New Orleans, Mrs. Francis Dana. Gag© of St. Louis arrived
‘t
'
,
s
In March. In Ohio Mrs., Gags was known as the. ’“Aunt Funny
*
of the
Ohio. Cultivator who preached the gospel of discontent to the woaen

on the fa-rft.

Throughout her life' she was “indefatigable in her

efforts to promote the interests of her?:seX and''to- crush the liquor
evil, end few of her contemporaries equalled her as a writer or
public speaker.”

On March 1$, she coraaencod & course of lectures

on men’s rights at the Lyceum Hall.

Despite the newspaper pre

dictions that she would not lack hearers, due to the people’s
curiosity concerning her subject,: 20 Mrs. Gage’s first lecture was
delivered to a “slender audience.” 21 Undoubtedly the women of New

“In 1817 Emerson reported that ordinarily he received fifty
dollars in Boston and ten dollars and traveling expenses fro® the
country lyceuas
*
John B. Gough’s yearly average before 1850 nover
exceeded |25 per lecture. » . .Bayard Taylor in I856 mentioned that
his failure to fill seventeen engagements cost him between 1700 and
|800.“ Braden, op. cit.p. 210.
1A

" New Orleans

Daily Picayune,' February 2, 1854.

^9 jRosebom, op. cit., p. 241,

20 New Orleans

Daily Picayune, March 14, 1854.

21 Ibid., March 17. 1854.
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-Orleans were not &s discontented with their position, in life aa

their Northern sisters.

Th© Daily Picayune compared Mrs. Gaga's

aethod of treating her subject to that of Lucy Stone and Lucretia
Bott, famous defenders of women * s rights.2223

Season of I854-IS55

.

The Library and Lycexeri Society continued making only spasmodic

attempts at carrying on ® lecture program.

Only one lecturer IS

recorded as having lectured in the Lyceum Hall during tills season.
Professor W, P. Riddell, of the University of Louisiena, delivered
' a series of-bight lectures on •®®lstry
.
*

Four of these lectures

Included the following -subjeet»s<;%rewatle\
*

*
Chemistry,

“Hydrogen,01

"Mtrogen,‘»ahd’,Carbon..sndIteCompound@.at2^

On January 4, Of
'Paige,
*

electrician and physiologist,

lectured on electropathy, his new system of medical electricity,

at Odd Fellow’s Hall.2*
One other lecturer by the name of Hines .completes the season.

He discoursed upon the subject of' ’Penitentiary Discipline,
*
American Theater on January 6.

?

22 Ibid.
23 Serai-Weekly Creole, April 21, 1855.
2* Hew Orleans Daily Picayune, January 4, 1855«

23 Ihid., January 6, 1855.

at the
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' Season of 185g-g6
A course of lectures comenced by William P. Noble on

October 30 in the Lyceum Hall opened the 1855-$6 season.

Th©

course, consisting of from twelve to fifteen lectures, continued

every Tuesday and 1'riday evening at 7:30.

Tickets for the whole

course wers |2; for each lecture, 2$ cents.0
By this time the people were vigorously criticizing-, th®

spasmodic efforts of the Library and Lycem Society.

It seems

probable that the poor program of the preceding season, actually
intensified the dissatisfaction, ■causing the newspapers openly to

criticize the society.

In an editorial -in the Lally Trap Delta

the- society.' was censored for its great want of judgement in its

management.

The Ordinance of the Society was cited as stipulat

ing that weekly lectures were io be presented eight months of the

year.

The writer thought that the four hundred life members wer®

entitled to hear these lectures.

He pointed out that every

season a spasmodic effort "with a great flourish of trumpets
*

was

made to acet the requirements; however, the finances of the society

were depleted by bringing in a few foreign and Northern
*
performers

According to the Pally True Belta, this deplorable

Xbid>, October 24, 1855
*
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state ©f affairs had a solution. The editorial offered the fall©#
*
ing suggestion as a possible answer:

•1

We believe that under judicious jamageseai tt course
of lectures sight ba got up every season at a
tri fling expense, which would be interestlag, and
popular. « .Let the uowdttee discard the idea that
there is no talent in the South, and that no person
ie capable of lecturing here unless he coses with a
foreign or Northern ©adorseaent.. .There are hun
dreds of »en in the different professions, etc., in
this and the adjoining states as capable of deliver
ing lecture® on a variety of subjects, who would
cheerfully lend their services, at a trifling
remuneration wicl in jneny instances for no remunera
tion. at all for the purpose of establishing in this
espbriw. of the South a literary institution in
which every Soutli&rs aan sight feel a pri da.

It was believed that these local sen would lecture on subjects .of

far none interest, such as horticulture, agriculture, mmufacturea,
and raodes of dress.

Such sen as Christian Moaoliw, the Severend

Theodore Clagpp, and th© fioverend Goodrich were suggested.

■'

This editorial indicated that at least sets people in Bew
Orleans had seriously evaluated the Lyceua offerings.

They wars

sincerely interested in isiproring the mind and they wanted . to see

seise real effort expended, to provide a well-rounded lecture pro

gress.

They were also ware of the financial proxies in securing

outside lecturers.

In addition, a feeling of rssentaent towards

lecturers fron the North was slowly materialising.

New Orleans Daily True Delta, December 11, I855.

28 Ibid
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Consequently, the resMnder of the season found the Library

and Lycetm Society active
*

fewsvar, it is interesting to note

that the society still did not heed the advice of ths paper con
cerning th©' use of local talent, but continued to bring in

outside lecturers. • ■

■

■Th®. Society was- fortunate enough to .receive the services of

.Dr» B, A. -Gould, a distinguished Cmbridge professor of astronomy,
and WOlia® Makepeace-"Thaefcsray, celebrated English novelist.

Uafortunately, the tro »©a were .-engaged for the'saae tlse| ihare

war® several conflicts in kheir'lecture schedules.

Dr. Could arrived in Jtew Orleans around the first of

February.

His ..general subject "ss ’’astroncsiy. * According to

reports, the introductory lecture on “Theory of Probabilities
*

ws

delivered to ”a large and intelligent audlene-®
*
on ths evening of

February 14.

B© was introduced by N. S. Jennings, who took the

opportunity to make so&e pertinent remarks on ths advantages of

the library and lyeeun.
of the *
sunifleant

fie also pointed out. that in the light

*
donations

to lyeern organisations in Boston

and other Northern cities, It- was only reasonable that the Net?
Orleans institution should be “sustained and enlarged
*

by snail

contributions.

On March 6, Gould spoke oa the “astronosieal instruments in
iserica, and the great iniproTesxent in the United States la what

29 Hew Orleans Bally Picayune, February 15, 1856.'

bl
is kne® ss the. telegraphic comuni cation.”

30

Dr. Gould closed his course on astronomy at the Lyeeuffi on
. March 19
*

Ife won many .admirers and had stimulated interest in

his subject, as witnessed by. the Daily Picayune’s report that Ma
gl
audiences ^increased towards the close.” -*

On March 6, 'si 1.11 am Makepeace Thackeray arrived in New
Orleans, having left Mobile, Alabama two days before.

New

Orleans was th® last lap of Ms lecture tour of the United States,

after which he looked forward, to ..going horse.

Although ’few

Orleans impressed Mm more than sax? other city in the Union, he
was tired of what he called •’ignoble dollar-hunting in the

languishing dreary .Southern, towns between New Orleans and
*
Savannah.
’

Then, too, he was forced into the company of a

"very kind hospitable dreadfully stupid set of cotton merchants,”
who forced hie to sat and drink more than he thought necessary. 30
*33*35
31

By March 24, his feelings on this subject were expressed more

vehemently in a letter home as follows:

30 Ibid., March 6, 18%.

31 rBia‘» March 20, 18 56.
Gordon B. .Ray,, editor, The Letters and Private Papers of
William Makepeace Thackeray (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
19461, III, p. 579.

33 Ibid., p. 577.
3* Ibid., p. 580.
35 Ibid., p. 581.
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0 Lord, how I .wish I was in the tetfe Inn
Coffee hmssaJ I get intolerably base-sick
fro® ills® to ti®e. and rather testy with
all the hospitality offered me. 3$
To K&ke ©alters varse the Now Orleans Weekly Delta of March 23

Sind© the laistak© of criticising one of his lectures, which brought
forth the following explosion:

An Invariably blackgaarded by one paper in every
. town, perhaps tw, with a curious brutal malignity
and ignorance that makes kc more sad than an^-ry. .
., .Eon dleu, why will they lie sb?. * . I -am .
whipped for a aallgnant attack upon Caryl© in »y
•. lectures— the fact being that I mentioned In the
very most courteous and kindly terse, Lord Carlisle,
. . .in the oarly reign of George III. Only b
malignant blundering Paddywhack could write in
- this way. 3?
Plainly Mr. Thackeray was not happy In New Orleans.
. In view of these renakrs on® sight wonder why Thackeray sub

jected. himself to wrk which in Ms eyesight was such obvious
punishment.. The answer wss money.

He himself said, "I am mono

tired and bored with thia country than I can tell you, but the
money still keeps briskly rolling in and I mast go gathering as

long as the crop is to ny hand.
**

In a letter to hi a daughters

he Mentioned that the proceeds of Ma first three months would
serve to keep his wife all her life.

Orleans oust not have

36 Ibid., p. 58$.
37 Ibid.; p. > :>

38 Ibid., p. 584.

However, Ms fees in New

com© up to expectations for he also wrote
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them that this tiae their share would be only forty pounds in

It Byecis the Lyceum of New Orleans

stead of eighty.

wsr

con

stantly plagued with the insbillty to pay sufficient fees to the
lecturers.

Thackeray’s five lectures on ’"The Georges’’ and “Charity and

Hoaon’" we presented on Harch 6, 8, 11, 15, and 17 respectively,
at Odd Wallowa’ Hall, due to Er
*

th® Lyceum Hall.

Gould's previous engagement fox

. The first lecture on George I was delivered to

as audience of ecnne -seven or- eight hundred auditors. 'The .Daily
Picayune reported that the audience was “one zOf the aost attentive
**

over seen at a performance of that kind, acknowledging its ■
approval with “hws of-assent,*' eoutburstsof' laughter,” .sad'
“rounds of applause.”

His second

. <

and third lectures were on George II and George

III,-- He ®iade-use-of funny anecdotes, private scandal,- and

frivolous suggestions connected with the -character, morals, in

tellect, habits, appearance, and dress of the various personages
at court, which highly entertained hie audience,

39 Ibia«» ?• 577.

Hew Orleans Bally Picayune, March 16, l&%»
Ibid., March 8, 1856.
Ibid., March 7, I85. .

zy

Hew Orleans Daily True Belts, March 9, 1856.
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Eowiver, Thackeray himself did not think a®ch of Ms
lectures or Ms audiences’ reactions,

For one

thing, he hud

lectured on these subjects sc many tines he was tired, “utterly

sick of the House of Hanover." 4445
46A letter home carried th©
following cement: ■ .

Wien people felt inclined to cry as I gave
the pathetic end of George II, I felt inclined
■ to cry out, ’don’t you know that the Speaker
is ashamed of himself. whilst he is talking to
. you, and of you for being «0 humbugged by Ms '
stale declamation? Hoiff auch longer is this •
quackery to continue?
*
15
Mr. Thackeray’s last lecture of the series was delivered to
an

audience of not less. than two hundred people, “all of whom

were apparently gratified with what they heard about Georg© the

-W and Ms times.
*
The el tisane of New Orleans regretted his departure from New
Orleans, but Thackeray was happy when the last lecture was finished

and he could leave.

On the day of the lecture he wrote to his

daughter saying, "I shall be, glad when tomorrow comes and the boat

will bear me up the river. ... the time for work is getting very

44 Letters, p. 583.

45 Ibid., p. 5S$.

46 New Orleans Daily Picayune, March 18, 18$6.
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shortt April, then, May, and then—ye gracious powers how glad t
shall be to get back.
**
Ivo other lecturers appeared at th© Lyceum Hall during the
One was %. Crawcour, professor at the University of

season.

Louisiana, speaking on the practical and useful elements in

*
eheaistiT
^
**
instructive

His experiments were reported vaiy “interesting an<

The Dally Picayoae' was particularly grail Sled that

ho -aas a citizen of Mew Orleans. zs ■
At th© fins.8 time Dr. 'Dewey-' presented a course of twelve

lectures Ok the «Problems of Eiunsr Life and Ceetiny
*
’ at th®

.Reverend Clapp
*
a church, on '^St.''Charles Street.

2f® intro

ductory lecture was attended by<ihe..fasost yintelleatual' .audience®

of New Orleans society.

Biff lectures concluded the season.

Interest.. In '.scientific.-subjects' was- still.-abounding
,
*

follow

ing ths pattern of the North, the emphasis not? seeded to be placed
on cutside speakers,

The use of local talent was second choice.

Letters, p. 586.

& Mew Orleans Dally Picayune, March 27, 1856.
Ibid., March 16, 1856.

Ihid., March 25, 185$.

own®. rri

SEASONS OF 1856-186(5

Ox 185'6-57

The collegiate department of the University of Louisiana
anEouaocS on Deember 4 the regular three months course of
lectures to be held on every Wednesday,' Thursday, end Friday

from 6:00 to 7:00.

’’The patrons and friends of the nMvorslty-

were urged to -attend.

Professor R. H. Chilton lectured on

geology; Profeager w. P.' RlMell,' on chmistry and natural
philosophy; and Professor Louis .'Mf-.au end Mr. J. J. Lentil lectured in Preach on subjects, ’literary aai historical,
*

One TCnders what Hew Orleans would have done Without the

university during seasons such' as this one when only one other
series was offered.

Beginning on Monday, March 2, a second

series of twelve lectures was delivered at the Lyceum Hall be

fore the T. M. C. A. The proceeds went to the ’relief of the
destitute young jaen” who arrived in the city. *2 Among those
who volunteered to lecture were Christian Roselias, the

New Orleans Daily Picayune, December 4, I856.

2 Ibid., February 24, 1857.
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Peverend Senjssln Morgan Palmer,

the Reverend W. C. Dancan,

Judah P. Bsujanin, Professor J. L« Slidell, Chariest Gayarrs, the

Reverend J. B. Walker, and Professor R. E. Chilton.

Only two

lecture titles were reported; one by J. L. giddell on «Leading

Truths Developed by the Natural Sciences
*

and one by Chilton oxi

.’’Modern Geology and Its Deduction. *
Season of 1857-58

According to the Daily Picayune, ■ Captain de Riviere opened
the

season with a series of lectures .delivered at the Lyceum

Hall on the «Cri®Bah War.”

company at the celebrated

During the war he had commanded a

attack on. Malakoff
*

Other details -

are missing. $

On January 26, Captain G. W. Cutter lectured on^Natlonal
*
Poetry

in the Lyceum Hall.

Evidently the ^Mercantile Library Association® sponsored
lectures during this season, for on January 21 the Daily Picayune

3 Benjamin Morgan Palmer was pastor of ths First Presby
terian Church of New Orleans from 18 56 until his death. Accord
ing to Wayne Eubank, Palmer’s speaking was not limited to his
Sunday sermons. «His renown as an occasional speaker brought
demands for his appearance in asay sections of the South and
Southwest.” Wayne 0. Eubank, Benjamin Morgan Pslsert A Southern
Divine (Unpublished dissertation: Louisiana State University,
194317 P- 134.

Sew Orleans Dally Picayune, February 24, 1857.
5 Ibid., January 3, 18 58.
6 Xbid., January 24, I858.
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. reported the second of the Mercantile Library Lectures. will a be
given by John Mitchell at Odd Fellows’ Hall.

The Bally Pieaytme

promised that Ms tz’eateent of the subject ftTha English ia Indtn®
was sure' to prove of "exciting interest.®

The only other lecturer of any importance was Dr. Boynton,
'’distinguished geologist® who was .invited to New. Orleans by Judge
Theodore McCaleb, Professor J. L. .Riddell, Christian Eoselius and
. &
..
*
others
■ Oz February 1, Br,. Boynton delivered his introductory

. lecture on "geology and. the natural history of creation."

The

Bally,Picayune reported that ha "attracted a very large audience,
th© Odd Fallows’ Hall being literally filled.®

Throughout th®

lecture, the "highest interest was manifested, ths speeches■ often
being interrupted by applause, "

A lecture season was not com

plete without a lecture on geology for the subject seemed
continuously to maze and fascinate the citizens of New Orleans.

Season of 1858
*59
Itinerant lecturers who found their way to New Orleans

dominated the season of *1858
1859

On January 2, Dr. Hale, cited

as a "distinguished professor of electro-biology*» attracted
attention by Ms lectures and illustrations at Odd Fellows’ Kall.

The only one of his subjects reported was "Mental Development and

? lbld*» 3anuary 30, 1858.
8 lhid«, January 30, 18 58.

9

» February 3, 18 58.
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Its Dependencies Upon the Organic Structure.* The Daily Pica.ratio
stated that regardless of what Dr. Hale’s theory sas, his practices
and demonstrations were "exceedingly curious, entertaining, and

suggestive.”

later in January he delivered a series of six

*
"eleetro-biolegic&l

lectures at Odd: Fellow
*

Hall especially for

the ladies.
In January, Dr, Thomas Lou Nichols gave a series of lectures

at Rashingtan Arsdry ''HalX, on the "History, Pi>ineiploss Doctrines,.
and InOwnees-of ■Catholicism and Protestantism.1*

Fro® boyhood

Thomas Nichols was "engaged in 'ceaseless activity to bring about

sane radical social or .-sanitary reform
**

’ Be'began studying'

medicine, abandoned it for journalism., which in turn he dropped in
favor of theories on vegetarianism. ' In 1848 he married Mary Gora,

a water-cure physician, and joined her in founding a school for the
training of water-cure practitioners.' After 1857 he became a
Catholic convert and for two years gave lectures.on. religion and
health in the Mississippi valley.

His lecture in New Orleans in

1859 fall® into this period ofhld life; thus, the religion®
subject.

10 Ibid., January 2, I859.
Ibid., January 23, 1859.

Ibid., January 5, 1859.
*3 Dictionary of American Bjogrophy, HII, p. 496.
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The Bat3-y Picayune reported on January 18 that he lectured

on health which see-s at fl rat soaumhat unrelated to his gansr&l
then;®.

Eo^evar, vdien one understands that he also gave s great

deal of his time to studies in hygiene, his choice of subject does

In this lecture he ms: .haw tseklsd the
(
problem of yellow fever in Sew Orleans, for the paper wot farther

not secs so unusual.

to eayt "If Dr. Hichols will tell us, as h® &shorts hs can, ho?/ to

save Hew Orleans fros both epidemic and endesic diseases, h® will

deserve a high reward.
*
■ Following a tour in Texas, and. Mebsaa., he returned on April
13 for a farewell lecture before leaving, for *
tb® North and

Europe.” On April 17 he lectured on «fHeligious Liberty.”

Shortly after Dr. Nichols, Prof©ssor Orson Ssjulr® Fooler,
lecturer on phrenology from Nev? York.,, arrived In the Croaoent City.

According to th® .Daily Picayune he -wan *
the, ®oM celebrated of all
those who have ever undertaken the exposition of the eeieno® of
Gall and SpurKhsin,” delivering his lectures all over th© land.

16

His interest, in phrenology ws aroused et Amherst College by Henry
Ward Beecher, a elassaate.

He supposed himself able *
to

solve th®

problms of every department of knowledge by jaesns of ^phrenology
and physiology
*

alone.® His ’’melange of scientific facts” secured

New Orleans Daily Picayune, January 18. 1859.
15 Ibtg*» April 13, 1859.
Ibid.. January 15, 1859.
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hist an twtense reputation.

From 1850 to 1870 he spent sost of

Ms tin® in extensive trips In the United States and Canada
*

«cha»ing ignorant audiences equally by his assumption of
scientific knowledge find by the extreme sentimentality of hie

fimdsaental' outlook oh life
**
"Self-Culture, or good heads and bodies, and how to improv©
*
both

was the subject of hie first lecture delivered nt ths Lyceum

Hall on January 18.

-Ths felly Picayune predicted that "it would

revolutionize the family govamsent of all parents who heard it,
and teach all the true road to self-improvement and happiness.
*

IB

On January 19 he spoke oa ■MatrtaoJay,
*
He became so popular that by general request on February:lost
Odd Fellows’ ' Hall he cossienced a second course of lectures on

“Children' and 'Their Government. *
This'season was marked by;th®-appearance of tiro woman

lecturers, both of whom read poetry.

On January 21, Mrs. K. Key

Blunt, daughter of Francis Scott Key, read “extracts from the works
of Coleridge, Longfellow, southey, Whittier and other celebrated
poets." The Bally Picayune stated, "a deep interest is felt la

these intellectual entertainments, not only on the reader’s account,

Dietiegaxy of -gaerlean Biography, VI, p. §66.

New Orleans Daily Picayune., January 18, 1859.
Ibid., January 19, 1859.

20 Ibid., February 1, 1859.

but also front the adEtlrable character of the readings thernsolves.*

Her readings attracted large and in tel lect.ua!

audiences, which

the BMly Pi caws® said Bit would be difficult, to collect, for any

ordinary occasion.* She won, according to the reporter, the Punfeigned edaiirstlon” of all who heal’d her and was a ^brilliant
■ ' ■ Op
,
’,
success.”
-

On January 23, the Bally Piefeyune announced that Mi sc Eloise
Bridges, who had read IB various-parts of' the Union, had arrived
with "highest rscosaendstions.* She gave her first reading at the
Odd Fellows* Hall, reading frost '‘Hiawatha* and "The Saves’* by
Poe.

Other selections read during her stay were Tennyson’s «May

Queen’5 and extracts frost Shakespeare.*
2^

P. 0. Befnae, editor of the Cincinnati (Qblo|:; Examiner, de

livered a lecture on "The Irish in Meriea,* on February 20, at
the Odd Fellows’ Hall.

Single■tickets were fifty cents; tickets

for one ®an and two ladies, one dollar.. 2^

On January 25 T. K. ’Wharton,'Chairman of th® Library and .
Lycetm Comities on Lectures, tonounced the only series of lectures
sponsored by that group for the season.

This series was given at

ths Lycew Ball for the benefit of th® Library of the First

21 Ihld., January 21, 18 59.

22 Ibid., January 23, 1859.
g3 Ibid.

Ibid., February 8, 1859.
25 Ibid., February 1?, 1859.

2X
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District.

The

of dis-

announcement stated that *
gentlwseft

tinguished ability
*

Tsmd.fi be presented,

However, the only naac ever to appear in the paper was that

of the Severend Holies who lectured on ^Proverbs in Cosis’on. TIss«
*

Single tickets were fifty costs; tickets for one wa/asfi' t«& •

ladies, one dollar,
Season of 18$9-»60

On ^vewber 17 Professor Mclmvd of the University of
Lottislana openofi tW new-season with a series- of lectures on
"Natural 'History
*

with ©special -reference to zoology.

Apparently

this series'wo ths only on® ’given' that winter in the lycem
rBall., 27 .. .

,.

In Itovember, Mas

'
Hardings,h *
one of the wst popular and

eloquent ‘advocates of the Spiritualist Philosophy,
*

arrived in the

city to deliver a course of lectures at the Odd Fallows’ Hall, begg
ginning December 4 at seven o’clock in the evening.
At her first lecture on "The Philosophy of Miracles, *
"there was e large and very attentive audience; the roar, was ■

crowded end many went army without being able to obtain admit
*
tance,,
Ibid,, January 2$, 1859.’
Ibid,, November 17, 1&59,

■« November 27, 1859,
Ibid., December 6, 1859.
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At the elcce of each of hsr lectures she answered any questions
froa the audience; collections were taken. tip to defray expenses

of th® hall.

Her popularity increased so much that she was

forced to move into the large concert saloon of the Odd fellows'■
Ball. 30*

Dr. Benton, of the Saratoga Springs later Cux
*e

Institution,

gave a series of lectures and ezperfeents at €dd yellows’ Ball on

’Psychology' and Mactxleity,
*

disease.

proving their ability to curs '

Tickets were fifty cents.

■ -Oa January' IO, 'Professor J. K 'Seajaan lectured in the

Washington Amory Ball, on

United States in felutloh to

'"gross and Givillxatlon.55 32

'Thus,' the' season of 1859-1860"-ciosad. in January,.. It-may b©
that 'actually no other lectures'-wore" delivered or it may be that

the newspapers, which.; were devoting'most of their space to ths
slavery problem at this time, simply failed to report thea.

30 Ibid., December 8, 1859.
3* Ibid., January 3, i860.

Ibid., January 13, 1860.
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cawiCERisTics o? w

lycm

nr keh Orleans

The 3.ycaun xovoiT.ont In Ket Orleans frosi 18.40-1340 rsfolvea
principally around ts? organ!zatioaa; the People’s Lyecus and the
Library sad Lyceua Society.

?rafi 1840 to 184-8 the -People’s

Lycenta occupied the foreground; afterward, the Library and

Lycewi.Society took the lead. ’ Like siailar New England organiza

tions, both groups.answered educational nesds within the city.

Until the school law was passed in 1841 > th© People's Lyese® gaw
assistance to the public schools of New Orleans. . la 1844, nuch
prominent men of the Second Municipality Council as Soanel J.

Paters realized that the schools needed additional aid, which
would only cone when the people became store interested in educa

tion.

Consequently a Library and Lyceu® Society '?as organised to

include the public school children. Parents caught the bublRirig
enthusiasm of their children and vied with each other to con

tribute.

Concrete evidence of that suites!asm was the erection

of the Lyceum Hall, used solely for lectures, and the library,
which in I85O contained over seven thousand volumes.
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In addition tn the above organizations such as the PYoung
Men’s Christian Association,” the Mercantile Library Associa7

■

...

tion,” and the Mechanic's Institute0 intermittently sponsored
lectures as a part of their programs
*
’ Hovrever, th® Scattered

references to than in the newspapers .mrire.-- it ■difficult to esti
mate their significance to the lecture movement
*

Josiah Eolbrook Might' have written the following objectives,
.
yv ,;
found in the constitutions of these principal, organizations: to
establish a library and to institute a yearly system, of lectures,

with the ultimate goal.of Improving e«won-school' education and
adult education
*

::

'

The success of ths-.lycem novemexit was due principally to
men such as-Samuel J.; Peters.,- Needier Jennings, IE.- H. Cohen, ■ th®
Reverend Clapp, Alexander Dini try, Abdi el Crosman, and Christian

Ro selins.

A definite New England influence from som- ©f these

sian sews possible.

Samuel 'Peters and. the Reverend Clapp, who

were from New England, wore prc-bahlg familiar with the lycenm
before moving to Nev? Orleans.

In addition, in 184,0, Mr. Peters

made eat extensive tour of New England, studying th® school

systems.

He must have been impressed by the work of the Lyceums

to promote public schools; three years later h® proposed the

Library and Lycetra Society.

5hus, ths New England Influence

may have come to New Orleans sor.eshat directly, through her
adopted New England sons.
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However, Bev
*
Orleans cwd much to her native sons, for ass

like Alexander Msltry, th®. ’’'Creole of Louisiana
*
« also stood
high to., ite, city as culture! leaders’ who supported the lycswu

Theodore McCaleb, s strong advocate of the. lye sum, .was a ,
MisMs stppi anby birth.

Certainly Christian Roselixjs, & German

ls-ax grant, cannot be overlooked, for he contributed much. to th®

cause of education and th® lyeet®. ’
;

' Mong the supporters were man prominent in. the civic life of

Levy Orleans: " Peters ws president of the Louisiana State Hank;

Crossman was mayor; Theodore McCaleb was president of th® Uni
versity of Louisiana; and the Reverend Clapp was pastor of one

of the largest and most influential-churches.

Seargeanx S.

Prentiss was closely identified^with the oivle life, being
;

■

f

f

' considered an outstanding lawyer end leading spokesaan. Ml

New Orleans was aware of his oratorical eloquence and of his

influence as a public-spirited and cultural person.” Conse

quently, these »en exercised a great deal.of influence.

It is

logical to assume that any project which received their support
would ,be fairly successful.

As long as these men took an active

part in the lycewu, the movement went forward. The death of

Samuel Peters in .1853 was a decided loss to the •■'Library and

Lyceum Society."
•

Lecturers were either prominent out-of-state speakers or

popular local personages. Obviously the University of Louisiana
provided many of the local lecturers.

Such professors as J. L.
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HlddeU, J. B. D. DeBow, Louis DufW, Thon dors McCaleb, and

C. G. Forahey gave invaluable service, lecturing year after year

for one of the teo organizations.

Out of twnty seasons in

cluded in this study only three.failed to. carry any notice of
lecturers fro» the University.

Their lectures before ths

People’s Lyceum were usually gratuitous, for all the lectures

sponsored by the organization were “free to the public.** Seldon

did the Library and Lyceum Society charge Enough , to pay than any
ea.oxr.ous; am.,

The professors not only offered lectures for the lycem
groups, but they also offored numerous aeries at' the University,
open to the public.

Professors J* 1. Riddell' and C
* G. Porstey

lectured on chemistry and geology almost every season. " Soae
years

the college lectures.were the only ones Offered
,
*
' Truly

the University of Louisiana played a vital rol® th the lecture
movement in New Orleans.
On© cannot say that either outside or local speakers

dominated the lycem.

Generally speaking, the People' 8 Lyceum

depended on local speakers, while the Library and Lyceu® Society

brought in more prominent persons fro® the outside.

In addition

to the University, on© excellent source was the local protestant
*
clergy

The names of th© Reverend Theodore Clapp, the Reverend

W. R. Hieholson, Dr. Scott, Dr. J. L. Hawks
*
the Reverend

Goodrich, and the Reverend Benjamin Palmer were connected with
the lyceus,

Local lawyers such as Randall Hunt, Christian

S5
feBelins, Judah F. Benjamin, and M. M. Cohen Wcam popular

lecturers, drawing crowds on their own Herl>s.

Naturally Nw

Orleans did not overlook her more famous citizens such as
' Seargeant S. Prentiss, an orator and lawyer of national fane,

and Charles Gayarre, famous historian end statesman.
The .Library and Lycarn Society experienced difficulty in

bringing to New Orleans outside speakers, who were usually
*ominent
pi

professors of chemistry, geology, or some similar

established science,

The two most important figures in this

connection were Benjamin Silliman and Louis -Agassis, who were
nationally known.

Nillian Makepeace Thackeray me the most

important literary figure -to visit the city.

Generally these

lecturers came as a part of a tour which 'followed-th®- 'fester®
coast., then touched Alabama, New Orleans, and back up the

Mississippi.

Some undoubtedly arrived by way of the river.

Frost this it is easy to understand why prominent outside

lecturers wore hard to obtain.

New Orleans was almost ”a

jumping-offw place for eny lecture tour; the journey there was

long and arduous; the remuneration ssiall.

The result was that,

comparatively speaking, few northern, lecturers appeared on
the New Orleans platform.

Itinerant lecturers who found their way to New Orleans

were generally nen whose names have now slipped into oblivion.

Many of these figures represented new and unusual fields such
as ’’phrenology," "mnemonics,
**

"neaaeriw, ” '’electro-biology
*

’Jhs citizens of Mew Orleans could not roMct- '

Wd ether subjects.

the fasinatirig appeals of topics such as *
&&teol M&gne.tisr«;

‘’philosophy of th© mgnetic telegraph
;
*

"elsetropsthy, new systes

of medical electricity'’; sad *th® discriainuting analysis of th®

hman voice 'had the orthoepical n&ehanim of the feericaa
lasguag&W . ■ChMae'q.tteatly.j, these sen generally drew erewds «

largo as the store proainent' -speakers.'
Editor® is Bnr Orlesna, soesM

bo

different from those in

Kevr Snglsttd whaft. it ©8®e' to their ds sirs for isforaatioa on any
thing and everything. . Weir enthusiasm for scientific subjects

sueh -as.' zoology
*

geology, 9aa& chemistry was sewatehat retarded in

comparison with the Morth. . Some ten years prior to WAO Josiah
Holbrook -had emphasized the importance of the study of the

natural sciences.

Chemistry, zoology, and physiology were

never dry; New Ox’leanians eagerly absorbed every word.
"Phrenology,V ’Wemerlsaj« '’mnemonics’,!* and *
eleotro~blology
drew much attention.

According to Carl

Fish, its thi$ period

'■ ’phrenology ws more popular than geology, and messieris® than
anaesthetics.8 The newspapers referred to them- as the *aodsam

sciencesB and reported that they drew th® intelligentsia of
Mew Orleans.

fib one seamed irarmne to their fascination.

Xast.eao the lootures on subjects referring to some phase
of the "humanities
;
*

history, literature,, elocution, and art.

Shakespearean readings were

high oa this list.

Walter Macready
*
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English actor, ws the Most laportest lecturer of this group.

Thackeray, by Tar the most famous literary ®m to cose, lectured
on ”Tlie George®, ” using anecdote® and,' amorous- quotation®
*

Woven in the North ouch as Lucretia Mott were playing a
significant part in ths lecture siovea-eat, hut 'wo®an lecturers in

Not Orleans sscaed to' remain' in ths badkground- The one
courageous advocate of man’s .rights who ventured dew We river

received "at cold reception
*

Seeslngly the'stost popular -wo»en

lecturers wore those who read poetry, such as Mr®. 2. Kay Blunt

snd'Hoi'ae Bridges
'''
*

.

\' As Glmsnt Ktton points out in yreedpM;.pf Thought in the
Old South, refam aoveaents such. se wnenls righto , teaperaac®,
and slavery were act popular in the South
*

■ During the ease

period, few refers®?® ventured to' ^"'Orleans
*
the one advocate of w»en
s
*

■ In twenty years

right's who appeared was cool

*
received
• Oh® other lecturer, P. ?. Bmsa, spoke hworoaaly

about' prohibition
*

'Heforr.ers mat have been fully ame they

would have difficulty finding sympathetic .hearers in the -South.
Single admissions to the lectures ware usually i;eYer over
one dollar’and never under twenty five cents,' which were aiailar
to ■ the fees of the Northern lyoeuM
*

frequently the admission

fee would read as follows: Single tickets, 50 cents; one 'mas.

and two ladies, fl; or season tickets, f>5; one aan and two

ladies, $3. -: Tickets were usually cold

for a series of lectures

rather than a season, ranging frm two to eight dollars.
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However, when a series extended over several months, th© fees were
likely to b© as high as fifteen or twenty dollars.

The only

Terence to th® mount of money paid a performer occurred when
Professor Benjamin Stillman ms obtained for #1500, which was

considered a large' sm. . Thackeray evidently found th® fee© a
trifle small, for he mentioned receiving only forty pounds when

he had expected eighty.

On occasion the proceeds would go to some

worthy charity, such as th® Asylum for Destitute Jfefeales end the

"relief of destitute young sen,
*

At other times the money was

Specifically designated for the public school libraries.
Generally speaking, ..the newspapers, seemed to giv© th® lecture

novertent their whole-hearted support.

There were periods whom

little was recorded, but this could, have been the fault of an

organisation rather than of the newspaper.

Writers for the papers

regularly called attention to the valuable opportunities provided
by the lycem program.

They also gave constructive critielm of

the lyceua from time to time.

Probably the organizations would

have profited had they heeded some of the paper’s suggestions as
to lecturers and subjects.

If newspaper accounts are to be believed, audience reception
*
was excellent.- Only bad weather and lack of space seemed to keep

people away.

Almost every newspaper account concluded with a

reference to the "crowded hall.
*

Not only did the lectures draw

crowds, but they drew the intellectual, creem of New Orleans society

as well as the average ’’inan-on-the-comer.
*

In fact, according

S9
to newspaper reports for the entire period,'it appears that the
intellectucl group really dominated the audience.

If the people

enjoyed the Isatee, they applauded vigorously and frequently.

Sonettoee, they wa became u»~uly In their efforts to express
their pleasure, which wnc characteristic of lecture audiences.
35a coRbluslo®, the following obsermtlons ■ som justified:

first, the lecture and lycew Movement in New.-Orleans seemed to
be *
clty-centered,

Xt probably had no far-reaching influence

on the ’ surrounding Countryside, Recording to the newspapers the

audiences were ®ate up prinarily of local roMdsnts.

Second,

the sovment ■ closely parallels that of New England in promoting

public schools and adult education, establishing libraries, and
eMoisraglng an interest in scientific subjects,' XMM, the
entire .jtrqgrm seesed to' be handicapped by the- location of ths

city and'ihe.; lack of funds
*

&» Orleans was so -gar off ■ the

comson routes of trawl that the prominent speakers wre difficult

to obtain; only a small number owe as far south as New Orleans
during this twenty year period
*

Famous men sueh as Ralph Waldo

Jfeerson, John B. Gough., Bayard Baylor, and Jases Russell Lowell

never appeared.

The trip was too long and arduous; the rammsra

tion too' mall.

Another factor in their refusal to come wan the

cold reception their refora ideas would receive in the deep South
*
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